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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Application of Fragility Relations for Rapid Assessment of Reinforced  

Concrete Core Wall Buildings 

by 

Allison Marie Griffiths 

Master of Science in Civil Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2019 

Professor John Wright Wallace, Chair 

The goal of this project was to develop Matlab scripts which can be made available publicly for 

analyzing the probability of damage of structural components in a tall building following an 

earthquake.  The procedure involved using results from 75 ground motions from the PEER task 

12 report run in a Perform-3D model obtained from the building designer to define fragility 

curves for coupling beam rotation and core wall curvature in an existing reinforced concrete core 

wall building in downtown Los Angeles.  The codes written for this project are intended for 

modification for any similar building, and also can be modified to analyze other structure types.   
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 The first challenge was to develop an intensity measure that depended on the building 

response to serve as the independent variable for defining the fragility curves.  The intensity 

measure developed uses a combination of spectral drift for the first 11 modes at each ground 

motion intensity and can be generalized for any building.  Next, the damage states were defined 

using models from recent research in coupling beam and wall curvature deformation behavior.  

The fragility curves developed are irregular due to the non-linear behavior of the building, where 

increasing earthquake intensity is not directly correlated with increasing probability of 

exceedance.  Consequently, the fragility risk of each component needs to be individually 

evaluated by the structural engineer to determine where inspection efforts should be focused.  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1. Introduction 
1.1    OBJECTIVE

 Utilization of Performance Based Seismic Design (PBSD) for design of tall buildings has 

become common in regions impacted by strong earthquake shaking.  Design approaches 

typically focus on two performance levels: Service Level Earthquake (SLE) and Maximum 

Considered Earthquake (MCE).  Under SLE, the objective is to limit damage and allow the 

building to return to service soon after an event, whereas under MCE, the objective is to ensure 

low probability of collapse (typically 10% for Risk Category II and 6% for Category III 

buildings).  Nonlinear response history analysis (NL-RHA) is commonly used for MCE 

assessment.  Given that current nonlinear design approaches allow for building damage, the 

ability to assess damage quickly after an earthquake is an important factor in determining if a 

building requires repair or can return to service.  For tall buildings, with relatively large 

occupancy, the ability to conduct rapid assessment is desirable, if not essential, and providing 

tools to assist in this process is vital. 

 The City of Los Angeles has the only mandatory instrumentation requirements in the 

United States for tall buildings designed using NL-RHA procedures. This approach requires that 

engineering demand parameters (EDPs) be determined and compared to acceptance criteria to 

determine the adequacy of the design. Typical EDPs include coupling beam rotation, wall axial 

tension and compression strains, wall shear, and slab outrigger rotations.  Over the past 10 to 15 

years, a substantial number of buildings have been designed using NL-RHA, potentially 

providing critical data that could be used to enable rapid assessment approaches.   
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 After an event producing strong shaking or large wind forces, an inspection may be 

needed to assess if damage has occurred, and if so, the significance of that damage.  Inspection 

of structural elements is not necessarily easy to accomplish, as building components (elevators, 

drywall, and HVAC) may hinder inspection access.  Rapid assessment tools that provide 

inspectors with the likelihood that damage has occurred within a particular structural element 

would be helpful in these situations.  The goal of this project is to develop online applications for 

predicting specific damage states at all floor levels that can be accessed by building owners and 

engineers to assess risk and damage probability after a potentially damaging earthquake. 

1.2   METHODOLOGY

 In 2011, the Task 12 report for the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) 

Center’s Tall Building Initiative (TBI) was conducted to study the performance of three typical 

tall building designs: reinforced concrete core wall only, reinforced concrete core wall with 

concrete special moment frame, and steel buckling-restrained braced frame system.  The report 

detailed response results to a carefully selected suite of ground motions ranging from 25 year 

return period to 4975 year return period, going beyond the typical design hazard level of 2% 

exceedance probability in 50 years (2475 year return).  Whereas the Task 12 report analyzed 

hypothetical structures representing common building types, this report seeks to develop a 

generalizable method for analyzing the fragility of constructed buildings using the same ground 

motions suite.  One challenge associated with this goal was to develop a generalized measure of 

earthquake intensity which could be calculated for a future earthquake. 
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 Since testing of full scale tall buildings of complex geometry is not possible, an approach 

based on using data obtained from remote sensors installed in actual tall buildings in downtown 

Los Angeles is proposed to predict structural damages.  For this study, real-time data are not 

used, since data from strong shaking of these relatively new buildings is not available.  Instead, 

“data” were generated for various EDPs using three-dimensional, nonlinear models of recently 

designed and constructed buildings for the PEER TBI suite of ground motions.  Fragility 

relations for various damage states for structural components were determined using published 

research results (Naish et al, 2010; Abdullah and Wallace, 2018a, 2019; and Massone and Alfaro 

2016).  The EDPs and fragility relations are used to assess the probability a damage state occurs 

based on hazard level of a given event. 

1.3   ORGANIZATION 

 This thesis is organized into 7 Chapters.  Chapter 1 provides an introduction and 

overview of the proposed methodology for the project.  The ground motion suite utilized is 

presented in Chapter 2, where the development process of the generalized intensity measure is 

also subsequently explained.  In Chapter 3, the nonlinear model obtained from the structural 

engineers is described as well as modifications to conform to design guidelines and mode shapes 

of the building.  The process for data organization, and graphed results, from model output is 

discussed and shown in Chapter 4.  Chapter 5 explains how the damage states for coupling beam 

rotation and wall curvature were defined, the resulting fragility curves are discussed in Chapter 

6, with final conclusions in Chapter 7.  The main body of the report is followed with an appendix 

containing all data and fragility curve results, and the Matlab scripts are attached in Appendix J. 
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2. PEER Ground Motions 

2.1   GROUND MOTION SELECTION

 The location and geometry of the building used to develop these applications is similar to  

PEER TBI Task 12 Building 1.  The 42 story residential building is located in downtown Los 

Angeles, California, and utilizes a core wall only seismic resisting system with coupling beams 

on all four sides of the core wall.  A Perform 3D model of the building was subjected to 15 pairs 

of ground motions selected at five intensity levels of 25SLE, 43SLE, DBE, MCE, and OVE, 

which correspond to return periods of 25 years, 43 years, 475 years, 2475 years, and 4975 years 

respectively.  Therefore, a total of 75 total ground motions pairs were used for this study.  Using 

15 pairs of ground motion records is sufficient to satisfy the 2010 and 2016 TBI Guidelines (TBI, 

2010; 2016) and the LATBSDC (2017) Guidelines, which require use of a least 11 ground 

motion pairs for design.  For this study, 15 ground motions pairs were used to better estimate 

uncertainties. 

 Before analyzing the Perform-3D models for the selected 75 pairs of ground motions, the  

pseudo-acceleration spectra for each ground motion were calculated using Newmark integration 

with downloaded .thd acceleration files to verify that the ground motions were consistent with 

the spectra published in the PEER TBI Task 12 report.  The calculated spectra were averaged for 

each IM and compared to the PEER mean and target spectra for each IM and direction.  Figures 

2.1 through 2.5 graph comparisons between the PEER and calculated spectra.  
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Figure 2.1: 25SLE Spectra comparison between Newmark calculated mean and scaled 
PEER spectra mean and target 

 

Figure 2.2: 43SLE Spectra comparison between Newmark calculated mean and scaled 
PEER spectra mean and target 
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Figure 2.3: DBE Spectra comparison between Newmark calculated mean and scaled PEER 
spectra mean and target 

 

Figure 2.4: MCE Spectra comparison between Newmark calculated mean and scaled 
PEER spectra mean and target 
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Figure 2.5: OVE Spectra comparison between Newmark calculated mean and scaled PEER 
spectra mean and target 

 Comparison of the OVE and MCE spectra produce the following observations.  For periods less 

than one second, several MCE ground motions are significantly above the target spectrum where 

as all of the OVE spectra are below the target spectrum.  However, for periods greater than two 

seconds, the OVE spectra display more variation than the MCE spectra, which tend to be 

relatively “smooth”.  Based on these observations, it is anticipated that the OVE level ground 

motions will increase demands for longer periods whereas the MCE and DBE ground motions 

may lead to increased participation of the higher modes (with lower periods).  Mean and target 

spectra for all intensity levels are plotted on Fig. 2.6; for periods greater than 1.0 s, ground 

motions with higher IMs produce larger acceleration values. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between Target, PEER mean, and Newmark calculated mean 

2.2   DEFINING INTENSITY MEASURE

 To develop fragility curves for this project, a single intensity measure was derived for 

each ground motion record.  Spectral acceleration at first mode period Sa(T1) is  commonly used 

intensity measure to develop fragility curves.  However, higher modes generally have greater 

participation for taller buildings; therefore an intensity measure that included more than the first 

mode or two was used.  For the building utilized for this study, the first mode mass participation 

was less than 50%.  TBI (2016) recommends that a sufficient number of modes be included to 

achieve 90% mass participation; therefore, for the case study building, the first 11 modes were 

selected to construct a representative intensity measure.  Table 2.1 below shows the period and 

mass participation for the first 11 modes, and the total participation over 90% for the H1 and H2 

directions. 
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Table 2.1: Period and Mass Participation for first 11 Modes for example building 

 For this study, an intensity measure for the first 11 modes was developed based on using 

a square-root sum of squares (SRSS) combination.  Initially, a SRSS combination of the MMP-

weighted spectral acceleration at the first 11 mode periods was used for the intensity measure.  

However, this approach did not produce significant variations in intensity for higher intensity 

levels, i.e. MCE and OVE, likely because of yielding leading to similar acceleration (force) 

demands.  In addition, it is noted that OVE spectra were typically less than the target spectrum 

for periods less than 1 second, and, for this building, periods for modes 4 - 11 were all less than 

1.0 s, and these modes combined accounted for 50% of the MMP.  Due to these factors, the 

Period Mass Participation

T (s) H1 H2

Mode 1 4.632 49.41% 0.109%

Mode 2 2.967 0.106% 49.04%

Mode 3 2.039 0.003% 0.75%

Mode 4 0.9454 24.14% 0.06%

Mode 5 0.6838 0.07% 14.24%

Mode 6 0.6074 0.01% 6.098%

Mode 7 0.1828 18.28% 0.61%

Mode 8 0.4441 0.39% 12.73%

Mode 9 0.3505 0.2% 0.009%

Mode 10 0.3303 2.79% 0.38%

Mode 11 0.326 0.003% 8.44%

Accumulated — 95.39% 92.47%
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SRSS IM for the OVE was similar to, or less than, the IM for MCE.  Therefore, use of spectral 

displacement rather than spectral acceleration was considered as an intensity measure, again 

weighted by the mass participation for each mode, as shown in Equation 2.1: 

 

 

 Mean spectral displacement values for each intensity level are given in Figure 2.7.  For 

periods less than 1 second, spectral values DBE, MCE, and OVE are similar; however, for 

periods greater than approximately 1.0 s, a trend is apparent, with larger spectral displacement 

for the higher IMs, and produced improved separation in the IMs for the different hazard levels. 

 

Figure 2.7: Mean Spectral Displacement for each intensity level 
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IM = MMPm *Sd Tm( )( )2
m=1

11

∑

Sd Tm( ) = Sa Tm( )
2π / Tm

(Eq 2.1)



 The weighted SRSS of spectral displacement for the first 11 modes enabled the use of a 

single intensity measure for each ground motion.  Values for each of the 15 ground motions were 

then averaged to produce a single IM for each hazard level.  IM values using the MMP weighted 

SRSS combinations of spectral acceleration and spectral displacement are given in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Intensity Measure Values 

  

25SLE 43SLE DBE MCE OVE

EQ 1: Sa(Tm) SRSS 0.066 0.086 0.244 0.315 0.320

EQ 1: Sd(Tm) SRSS 0.009 0.013 0.038 0.052 0.064
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3. Perform 3D Analysis  

A Matlab code was written to develop the fragility relations for the 42-story core wall only 

lateral system used for TBI Task 12 Building 1.  Story heights are 12 ft at all levels.  The core 

wall is centrally located on the building plan view, and coupling beams are used on each face of 

the core wall.  Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show renderings of the building pulled from construction 

documents, and Figures 3.2a and 3.2b show plan views and dimensions of the core above and 

below the 8th level.  The entire tower core shown in Figure 3.1a, above and below the podium 

level, was analyzed for this study.  The Perform-3D model  used for NL-RHA of the building 

was used and subjected to the 75 ground motion records discussed in Chapter 2.   

 

 

Figure 3.1a: Concrete Core rendering 
Figure 3.1b: Structural Element rendering 
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Figure 3.2a: Levels 1 - 8 core plan view 
Figure 3.2b: Levels 9 - 42 core plan view 

 The podium is labeled story 6 in the Perform model; however, for graph labeling in this 

report, story 1 began at the B1 level and the Perform-labeled story 1 has two levels of coupling 

beams, so that the podium level is in line with the 8th beam.  There are 41 coupling beams on 

each face of the core wall over the building height.  At levels 3 and 4, the North coupling beam is 

lengthened by 12” and the pier to the right is shortened by 12”.  Similarly, there were 41 strain 

gages defined at these same levels at 12 points around the core.  After the podium level 8, the 

wall thickness reduces by 6” and shortens by 3”.  Lastly, the concrete compressive strength also 

decreases from 8 ksi to 6 ksi above level 8.
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3.1   MODE SHAPES 

 Mode shapes for the first 11 modes are shown in this section in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.  As 

described in chapter 2, these are the modes used in the intensity measure calculation. 

Figure 3.3: Mode Shapes 1 - 6 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Figure 3.4: Mode Shapes 7 - 11  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3.2   MODEL MODIFICATIONS 

 The Perform-3D model used for this study was updated to conform to current modeling 

recommendations included in the 2017 Edition of the Los Angeles Tall Building Structural 

Design Council’s (LATBSDC) guidelines.  Specific changes made to the model are described in 

the following paragraphs. 

 Coupling beam effective flexural stiffness properties were updated to conform to Table 3 

of the LATBSDC (2017) guidelines, which is reproduced as Figure 3.5.  A table listing the 

original and modified coupling beam parameters is found in Appendix A.  The original model 

used a moment of inertia equal to 0.2Ig, and the modified version used a moment of inertia equal 

to the lesser of: 
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     ≤ 0.3Ig



Figure 3.5: LATBSDC Table 3. values used for coupling beam stiffness 
 

Figure 3.6: LATBSDC modulus of elasticity formulas 

 The modulus of elasticity used for concrete also was checked against the formulas shown 

in Figure 3.6 (LATBSDC 2017); the values used were consistent with those recommended and 

not changed.  Moment of inertia values were updated as shown in Figure 3.7 for a representative 

coupling beam cross section. 
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Figure 3.7: Location of modified moment of inertia in Perform 3D for a Coupling Beam 
cross section 

 Stiffness modeling approaches for the wall segments of the core wall also were checked 

to verify conformity with LATBSDC (2017) Table 3.  In general, the out-of-plane wall flexural 

stiffness did not conform to current recommended values (minor inconsistencies); however, the 

values used had very little impact on analysis results.  It is noted that in-plane bending stiffness 

was modeled using fiber elements; therefore, the flexural stiffness and strength depend on the 

properties used.  Uniaxial material models for concrete and reinforcement were not changed. 

3.3   APPLYING THE GROUND MOTIONS 

 Ground motions were applied in the H1 and H2 directions as defined in the Perform-3D 

model.  For each analysis run, a pair of ground motions was applied to the model at each other at 
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0 degrees from the H1 axis and 90-degrees from the H1 axis (H2 axis).  The PEER labeled 

“GM1” earthquake was always applied in the H1 building direction and “GM2” in the H2 

direction.  Figure 3.8 shows the H1 and H2 orientation in Perform 3D plan view, and the location 

of the core in the model.   

 

Figure 3.8: Perform 3D model plan view and core wall location 

 For the MCE hazard level, coupling beam hysteresis loops were plotted for four beams to 

assess the degree of nonlinearity and to compare the relations with the hysteresis loops measured 

in laboratory tests of coupling beams that utilized diagonal reinforcement.  Figure 3.9 from 

Mansour et al. (2005) shows the expected loop shape for diagonally reinforced coupling beam on 

the left (a) vs a non-diagonally reinforced beam on the right (b).  
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Figure 3.9: Expected hysteresis loops for diagonally vs non-diagonally reinforced coupling 
beams from Mansour et al. (2005) 

 Figures 3.10 and 3.11 compare the coupling beam shear hinge envelop to the MCE, 

ground motion 8 hysteresis loop for the North wall, level 7 coupling beam.  Additional 

comparison plots are found in Appendix B for the west, south, and east walls.  The coupling 

beam hysteresis loops from the Perform-3D model were consistent with what is expected from 

diagonally reinforced coupling beams from laboratory tests, with relatively little pinching. 
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Figure 3.10: Shear Hinge, Displacement Type 9#10_105_60 envelope used for 
CB_36x105_8ksi at level 7, North wall 

 

Figure 3.11: Coupling Beam hysteresis loop for level 7, North wall beam 
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4. Data Extraction   

To enable generation of member fragility relations, an efficient method of data extraction was 

developed.  Matlab functions were used to read and organize data from Perform-3D .txt file 

outputs.  These Matlab functions are building specific, since the data are organized according to 

how the members are labeled in the model, however, the Matlab functions are designed to be 

easily modified by the user.  Analyzing different buildings requires review of the Perform-3D 

output to identify which columns of the .txt file correspond to each level for the element of 

interest.  Instructions are provided within the Matlab code on how to accomplish these tasks.  

Main Scripts were then developed for each EDP to graph the output data and also generate 

fragility curves for Coupling Beam Rotation and Wall Curvature along three axes.  Table 4.1 

shows the main script and functions used to create fragility curves for each EDP of interest. 

Table 4.1 List of Matlab Scripts and corresponding functions 

Engineering Demand 
Parameter

Main Script File Name Functions 

Coupling Beam Rotation (CBR) CBRmain.m ReadCBR.m 
CalculateIMSd.m

Wall Strain and Curvature 1 (SG) SGmain_Curve1.m ReadSG.m 
ReadSS.m 
CalculateIMSd.m

Wall Strain and Curvature 2 (SG) SGmain_Curve2.m ReadSG.m 
ReadSS.m 
CalculateIMSd.m

Wall Strain and Curvature 3 (SG) SGmain_Curve3.m ReadSG.m 
ReadSS.m 
CalculateIMSd.m
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4.1   COUPLING BEAM ROTATION DATA 

 Coupling beam rotation (CBR) is calculated from the “Shear displacement across hinge” 

output data from Perform-3D.  The function “ReadCBR.m” reads the .txt data output and 

normalizes results by the coupling beam length defined by nodes in the Perform-3D model.  

Figure 4.1 shows the maximum CBR over the height of the building for each intensity measure.  

OVE, MCE, and DBE are set to the same x-axis limits for comparison because mean rotation for 

these higher IMs vary between 1% and 4% rotation over the core height.  MCE demands produce  

higher rotation values at lower levels whereas OVE demands resulted in higher rotation values at 

upper stories.  Somewhat unexpectedly, DBE mean rotations are larger than MCE for floors 18 

and above, and larger than OVE for floors 1 through 9 and 22 through 26.  Based on these 

results, at some levels, DBE demands produce a higher probability of damage than for the higher 

intensity measures.  Additional Coupling Beam Rotation graphs for the South, West, and East 

walls are shown in Appendix C. 
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Figure 4.1: Coupling Beam Rotation Graphs for all Intensity Measures 
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4.2   WALL STRAIN GAGE DATA 

At 12 points around the core wall (Figure 4.2), Axial strain gages were defined in the 

Perform-3D model; the main strain gage script uses information to produce graphs for the 

maximum tension (positive value) and compression (negative value) strains.  From Figure 4.2, it 

is clear that the corner strain is not defined at the location where the largest compression in the 

core wall  would be expected, i.e. at the corner.  In lieu of placing more nodes and strain gages in 

the model at all corners or edges of wall segments that comprise the core wall, the maximum 

possible corner compression strain was calculated assuming plane sections remain plane and that 

the two connecting walls experienced maximum tension strain in the far nodes and maximum 

compression in the corner node, as shown in Figure 4.3.  

 The corner compression strain was calculated by first computing the compression strain 

at points A and B in Figure 4.3, and then the strains at A and B were averaged to find the 

compression strain at point C.  Then the curvature from point P1 to point C was calculated, and 

lastly the corner compression was computed based on the curvature and the geometry.  The 

tension strain at the corner was not calculated since concrete has little strength in tension and 

therefore the majority of the tension force is directed through the steel reinforcement; the 

centroid of the reinforcement at the wall corner is defined at node P1, and provides sufficiently 

accurate estimates of tensile strain developed in the reinforcement at this location. 
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Figure 4.2: Strain gage point locations around core wall 
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Figure 4.3: Corner strain extrapolation visualization 

  

 Points P1 and P13 are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 for comparison between the 

compressive strains calculated at the centerline of the corner fiber (Perform-3D) and the extreme 

corner of the wall (computed). For points P1 through P12, there is no noticeable increase in 

compression strains at podium level 8; however, there is a large increase in the tension strain, 

shown in Figure 4.4 example P1 (critical yielding section).  Because of the large increase in 

tension strain, the calculated curvatures also increases at this level, leading also to an increase in 

the maximum corner compression strain.  However, it is noted that average compressive strains 
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multiplied by 1.5 are still relatively low, in the range of 0.003 to 0.007 for MCE and OVE 

demands.  All strain gage plots are found in the Appendices D and E. 

 

Figure 4.4: Max compression and tension strain for point 1 
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Figure 4.5: Max corner compression strain for point 13  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4.3   WALL CURVATURE DATA 

Curvatures along three directions were calculated to produce shear wall for fragility  

relations: parallel to the wall pier with coupling beam side in compression, parallel to the wall  

pier with corner in compression, and diagonally for intersecting wall piers with the corner in 

compression.  The curvatures were calculated using the maximum tension and compression 

strain values from Points 1 - 12 Perform 3D axial strain gages.  The compression zones 

determined from the three directions are illustrated and labeled in Figure 4.6 according to how 

they are labeled in Matlab.  Curves 1 and 2 are calculated for each pier and curve 3 is calculated 

for each corner using the method described in section 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.6: Location of compression zone for curvature directions for L-shaped walls 

 Figure 4.7 shows how the eight piers were labeled in the Matlab code.  Piers 3, 4, 7, and 8 

resist in-plane flexural bending in the H1 loading direction, and Piers 1, 2, 5, and 6 resist in-

plane in the H2 direction.  Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the results for mean curvature 1 for the four 
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piers in the H1 and the H2 directions, respectively.  The results for each wall pier for all ground 

motions are included in Appendices G, H, and I.   

 

!  

Figure 4.7: Wall Pier and Corner labels and H1 and H2 directions 

 From Figure 4.8, it is clear that the piers with shorter wall lengths, Piers 3 and 7, have 

curvature values that are four to five times greater than the longer piers in the same direction 

(Piers 4 and 8).  Piers in the H2 direction have similar lengths and do not show significant 

differences in curvature values.  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Figure 4.8: Curvature 1 for Piers resisting H1 direction 
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Figure 4.9: Curvature 1 for Piers resisting H2 direction 
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 The results for Curvature 2 are similar to the results for Curvature 1 with shorter Piers 

having higher curvature values.  The maximum curvature values at the podium level are also 

similarly around 2 and 2.5 (*10-4 rad/in) for the short Piers and 4 and 5 (*10-5 rad/in) for the 

longer Piers at MCE and OVE intensities. 

Figure 4.10: Curvature 2 for Piers resisting H1 direction  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Figure 4.11: Curvature 2 for Piers resisting H2 direction  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 For the diagonal curvature 3 condition, the corners with short Piers connected (corners 1 

and 3) experience higher curvature values than the Piers with longer connected walls, yet the 

max values are less than the curvature 1 and 2 conditions.  There also appears to be a smaller gap 

in curvature values between corners with short piers and corners with only long piers. 

Figure 4.12: Curvature 2 for Piers resisting H2 direction  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4.4   STORY DRIFT RATIO DATA 

Although story drift ratio was not evaluated for fragility, the data for each direction are included 

to allow comparison and to assess data consistency.  Similar to observations for the North 

coupling beam rotation data graphs, the story drift ratio for H1 direction, Figure 4.13, shows a 

sharp increase at podium at level 7 and at story 34.  The story drift ratio curve shape is as 

expected given the coupling beam rotation, strain gage, and curvature data.

Figure 4.13: Story Drift Ratio for all IMs in H1 direction with LATBSDC Limits 
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 In the H2 direction, shown in Figure 4.14, the mean story drift over the height of the 

building is much lower than the H1 story drift, and also displays a smaller increase at level 7.  

Since the walls resisting in-plane loads in the H2 direction are all longer than H1 walls, it is 

expected that the story drift would be lower in this case.   

 

Figure 4.14: Story Drift Ratio for all IMs in H2 direction with LATBSDC Limits  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5. Data Analysis Method 

Empirical fragility curves were developed from the output data obtained using the Matlab scripts 

developed and described in Chapter 4.  Damage state values for these fragility curves were 

determined using research from Naish et al (2010), Abdullah (2019), and Massone et al (2016) 

using the approach described in FEMA P58.   

5.1   DEVELOPMENT OF DAMAGE STATES

 Damage states were determined based on unique probable repair action, using definitions 

from FEMA P58 3.6.  The damage state logic used is as follows:  

1. Damage states are sequential, increasing in severity.   Higher level damage states are more 

serious progressions of lower level damages, and have corresponding consequences and 

repairs.  For example, crack widths increase from hair line cracks followed by yielding and 

then large cracks after steel yields.   

2. EDP damage states are simultaneous and independent.  Damage of multiple separate 

elements can occur at the same time, but are not required to occur.  At a given intensity, 

elements can be in different damage state risk categories.  The damage states are defined 

independently from element testing results. 

5.2   COUPLING BEAM ROTATION DAMAGE STATES

 Damage states are defined for Coupling beam rotation from Naish 2010, Table 6.1, and 

these definitions are reproduced in Table 5.1.  Coupling Beam fragility damage states values 

were taken from Naish 2010, Table 6.2 for diagonally reinforced coupling beams, for beam 
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aspect ratios ranging from 0.57 to 2.58.  Table 5.2 shows these associated damage state limit 

values.  Most beams had an aspect ratio less than 2, and those with ratios above 2 were located in 

the model, and their damage states were updated in the code.  Although the beam aspect ratio for 

some beams was less than the lower limit of ln/h = 1, the first column parameters were still used 

for analysis.  These relations can be modified as more data collected from the literature.  

Table 5.1: Coupling Beam Rotation Damage States, descriptions, and repair procedure 

Table 5.2: Coupling Beam Rotation Damage State values 

Table 6.1: Damage State Descriptions

Damage State Description Repair Procedure

DS1 Yield Substantial change in stiffness of load- 
deformation plot 

none 

DS2 DS1 - Minor 
Damage

Residual cracks greater than 1/16” Epoxy injection of cracks (200”-240” in 
length) 

DS3 DS2 - Major 
Damage (I)

Residual cracks greater than 1/8” 

Minor spalling of concrete 

Epoxy injection of cracks in beam 
(600”-720”) and slab (300”)  

Replacement of spalled concrete 

DS4 DS3 - Major 
Damage (II)

Significant strength degradation 
(<0.8Vn)  

Buckling/fracture of reinforcement 
Crushing of concrete 

Chip away damaged concrete -Attach 
mechanical couplers to remaining bars  

Replace damaged/fractured reinforcement  

Replace damaged concrete 

Table 6.2: θm (%)

Aspect Ratio 1 < ln/h < 2 2 < ln/h < 4

DS1 0.84 0.97
DS2 1.79 2.03
DS3 3.52 3.94
DS4 5.43 6.02
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5.3   WALL CURVATURE DAMAGE STATES 

 Two damage states were defined for wall curvature: yield curvature and ultimate 

curvature capacity.  The equation for yield damage state, Eq 5.1, was obtained from Massone and 

Alfaro (2016).  The wall factor, K, was conservatively taken as 1.4 for Curve 1, and 1.0 for 

Curve 2, assuming axial load greater than 0.1f’cAg and boundary reinforcement ratio greater than 

5%.    Although Massone and Alfaro do not specify a value for curvature along the diagonal 

(Curve 3), a value of 1.4 for K was used.  Steel yield strain was determined from the materials 

component properties tab for steel in Perform-3D, shown in Figure 5.2. 

   where:   εy = Steel yield strain 
     lw = Pier length 
     K = Wall geometry factor 

 The damage state values for ultimate wall curvature capacity were calculated using  the 

model proposed by Abdullah and Wallace (2019).  The curvature capacity equation uses a 

combined slenderness wall parameter and a shear stress demand parameter to define ultimate  

curvature capacity.  The geometry of the wall parameters is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
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Combined Slenderness wall parameter: 

Shear Stress Demand parameter: 

Curvature capacity equation: 

   where:   c = Neutral axis depth 
     b = Width of compression zone 
     vmax = Max shear stress through pier 
     f’c = Concrete compression strength 
 

 

Figure 5.1: b, lw and c lengths defined for Curvature 1, 2, and 3 
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Figure 5.2: Steel Material Properties for Yield Curvature  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6. Fragility Results 

The initial goal of the project was to find a lognormal CDF fit for the fragility points, however 

this goal was not feasible for certain floors where the DBE intensity earthquakes resulted in 

higher demands than MCE level shaking.  Consequently, fragility estimates for earthquakes with 

intermediate intensity measures could be estimated through interpolation between points. 

6.1   CBR FRAGILITY CURVE EVALUATION 

 Noticeable in the coupling beam rotation data graphs, the mean DBE rotation was higher 

in the upper levels compared to MCE rotations, in particular because of two “outlier” 

earthquakes increasing the mean rotation.  This created a challenge when formulating fragility 

curves since it would be expected that higher intensity shaking would lead to higher demands.  

However, for the fragility relations developed, DBE intensity earthquake resulted in higher 

damage state risk than MCE level earthquakes at some floors.  It was expected that the points 

could be fit with a lognormal CDF curve; however, this could not be accomplished because the 

points do not follow the same pattern of increasing damage probability for certain elements.  

Figure 6.1 compares the rotation data at several key levels which illustrate this point; fragility 

curves at these levels are shown in Figures 6.2 through 6.5.  At floors 10 and 34, the lower level 

damage states follow a typical curve of increasing probability of exceedance with increasing 

intensity measure, however because of the greater dispersion of the DBE results, there was a 

higher probability of exceeding damage states 3 or 4 at DBE than at MCE. 
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Figure 6.1: North Wall Coupling Beam Rotation comparison for DBE and MCE 

 

Figure 6.2: Floor Level 10, IM vs North Beam CBR 
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 There also is greater dispersion in DBE intensity level earthquake coupling beam 

rotations at all levels.  Floor 26 had the largest difference in standard deviation values between 

DBE and MCE shaking with differences of 4.73% and 1.15% respectively.  This was also the 

floor with the largest difference in the mean rotation with 1.54% for DBE and 0.60% for MCE.  

These two factors result in a greater probability of exceeding all damage states for DBE intensity 

earthquakes than for MCE intensity earthquakes. 

Figure 6.3: Floor Level 26, IM vs North Beam CBR 

 Floor 28 had the smallest mean rotation for the MCE intensity level.  At floor 28, the 

mean rotation is 1.28% for DBE and 0.528% for MCE and the standard deviation is 3.91% for 

DBE and 0.99% for MCE.  Shown in Figure 6.5, this resulted in zero probability of exceeding 

damage states 2, 3, and 4 in an MCE level earthquake. 
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Figure 6.4: Floor Level 28 North Beam CBR 
 

Figure 6.5: Floor Level 34 North Beam CBR 
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 Figure 6.5 graphs the probability of exceeding each damage state for each intensity 

measure over the height of the building.  From this graph it is clearly shown that DBE ground 

motions resulted in a higher probability of exceeding damage state 4 for most levels compared to 

MCE and OVE.  Damage states 1 and 2, however, seem to follow an expected pattern of 

increasing damage probability for increasing intensity measure. 

Figure 6.6: North Wall Coupling Beam Fragility for five Intensity Measures 
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6.2   CURVATURE FRAGILITY EVALUATION 

For wall pier curvature, only two fragility damage states were considered: yield and ultimate 

curvature; however, ultimate fragility was not exceeded at any levels or damage states for any of 

the eight piers.  Pier 1 is shown in Figure 6.7 as an example and Piers 2 - 8 are shown in  

Appendix G.  

Figure 6.7: Pier 1, Curvature 1 fragility for five Intensity Measures  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 The Pier 1 fragility graphs show shapes similar to the curvature data plots, shown again 

in Figure 6.8 for comparison.  The highest probability of exceeding yield curvature (DS 1) was 

around the podium at levels 8 - 13, where the concrete compressive strength reduces from 8 ksi 

to 6 ksi and the wall width reduces by 6 inches on all sides. 

Figure 6.8: Pier 1, Curvature 1 results for five Intensity Measures 
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 The graphs for Curvature 2, Pier 1, look similar to the results for Curvature 1.  Damage 

State 2 was not exceeded for any intensity levels, and the damage probability spikes at podium 

level.  The fragility curve also jumps up at level 25 - 30 for DBE, MCE, and OVE more than for 

curvature 1. 

Figure 6.9: Pier 1, Curvature 2 fragility for five Intensity Measures 
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 There also are increases in curvature at levels 25 - 30 for some ground motions as shown 

in Figure 6.10.  These ground motions are increasing the probability of exceeding yield 

curvature.  The results and fragility graphs for all piers in Curvature 2 are in Appendix H. 

Figure 6.10: Pier 1, Curvature 2 results for five Intensity Measures 
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 The final condition, curvature 3, shows exceedance of yield curvature at 100% for almost 

all levels for intensity measures DBE, MCE, and OVE.  This was unexpected because the 

curvature value results for Curve 3 are lower than for Curve 1 and 2, as discussed in section 4.3.  

 

Figure 6.11: Corner 1, Curvature 3 fragility for five Intensity Measures, K = 1.4  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 A “K” value of 1.0 was also checked in the yield fragility equation for Curve 3, 

considering a value of 1.4 may have been an inaccurate assumption, and the results showed an 

increase in the probability of exceeding yield damage state for 25SLE and 43SLE and at higher 

levels for DBE, MCE, and OVE.  The results for Corner 1 using two different K values are 

shown in Figure 6.11  (K = 1.4) and 6.12 (K = 1.0). 

Figure 6.12: Corner 1, Curvature 3 fragility for five Intensity Measures, K = 1.0  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 The special wall geometry of Corner 1 should also be considered.  Corner 1 has a large 

difference between the lengths of its connected piers, and as shown in Chapter 4, the shorter 

piers have higher curvature values, and might also consequently have higher fragility.  However, 

the curvature fragility comparison in Figure 6.12 does not seem to clearly support this 

hypothesis.  For Curvature 2 condition, the shorter Pier 7 does not appear to have a noticeably 

higher probability of exceeding the yield damage state when compared to its neighbor on the 

North wall.  

Figure 6.12: Pier 7 and Pier 8 Fragility Comparison 
  

 All three other corners also have a higher probability of exceeding yield curvature at all 

levels.  Figure 6.13 shows results for Corner 2, although the increase is not as drastic as it was 

for Corner 1.  Ultimately, the damage state for diagonal loading on the corner needs further 

investigation especially considering the geometry associated with this condition.  The results and 

fragility graphs for all corners are attached in Appendix I using only K = 1.4. 
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Figure 6.13: Corner 2, Curvature 3 fragility for five Intensity Measures 

 Since ultimate curvature is not exceeded, and there is not an intermediate damage state, it 

is unclear if a repair procedure would be required for the wall damage for the three cases 

considered.  Without additional knowledge, an engineer wanting to use the curvature fragility 

method should be aware of any wall shown to exceed yield curvature for a given earthquake.  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7. Conclusions 

The project goal was to create fragility curves that could be used to predict damage probability 

for certain building elements following an earthquake.  While the project could not develop an 

equation for each element of the structure, the fragility evaluation process is a step forward in 

allowing building owners to assess their structure after an event.  The process was able to 

describe which component locations are likely to have a higher probability of damage over the 

height of the building.  For example, for MCE level shaking, inspectors could focus attention on 

the north coupling beams around levels 10 and 34 and may decide to skip over levels 25 - 30 

where higher damage state probably is shown to be low.  Ideally this would help to speed up the 

inspection process following an earthquake.   

 One limitation to note is that the model is constructed with a fixed base only, that is, not 

considering soil-structure interaction (Figure 7.1).  Modeling soil-structure interaction could 

have different impacts on the results since higher mode responses could be influenced.  This 

would need to be investigated further with additional studies. 

Figure 7.1: LATBSDC 2017 Fixed-base model diagram 
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 Going forward, it will be important to simplify and generalize the process to a greater 

extent so that fragility evaluation can be more readily available to other core wall buildings.  

Considering the code developed is only applicable to similar core wall only structural systems, a 

modified code is needed to accommodate other types of lateral systems.  Namely, adding 

additional scripts for components such as structural columns and bracing for Core Wall/Special 

Moment frame dual systems and Buckling-Restrained braced frames, which also were included 

as case studies in the PEER Task 12 report.  Then with additional help from software engineers, 

the process can become more user friendly, since the current method requires some working 

knowledge of computer coding. 

 The fragility evaluation method also needs to be updated to incorporate data output from 

the existing structure, collected from installed instrumentation.  Although the floor acceleration 

data were not evaluated for this project, LATBSDC (2017) guidelines provide provisions for new 

buildings to include instrumentation on specified levels.  Some possibilities for using this data 

could be to predict damage in specific components using only the sensor output.  

 As Performance Based Design evolves and expands, it will be important to continue an 

ongoing structural evaluation while tall buildings are in service.  Using building instrumentation 

output data will allow structural engineers to improve computer modeling of tall buildings to 

more accurately predict building response and increase earthquake hazard safety.  With the 

evaluation methodology outlined in this report, structural engineers have another tool to better 

understand building response to seismic loads. 
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Appendix 

A.  COUPLING BEAM MODIFICATIONS  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B.  COUPLING BEAM HYSTERESIS RESULTS 

South Coupling Beam 
 Label: CB_36x33_8ksi 
 Level: 14 
 MCE Ground Motion: 8 
 Shear Hinge, Displacement Type: 12#11_33_60 
 

Shear Hinge envelop 

Hysteresis Loop  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East Coupling Beam 
 Label: CB_24x33_6ksi 
 Level: 22 
 MCE Ground Motion: 8 
 Shear Hinge, Displacement Type: 9#10_33_60 

 

Shear Hinge envelop 

Hysteresis Loop 
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West Coupling Beam 
 Label: CB_36x33_6ksi 
 Level: 22 
 MCE Ground Motion: 14 
 Shear Hinge, Displacement Type: 12#11_33_60 
 

Shear Hinge envelop 
 

Hysteresis Loop  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C.  COUPLING BEAM ROTATION RESULTS 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D.  STRAIN GAGE RESULTS 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E.  CORNER POINT STRAIN RESULTS 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F.  COUPLING BEAM ROTATION FRAGILITY 
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G.  PIER CURVATURE 1 RESULTS AND FRAGILITY 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H.  PIER CURVATURE 2 RESULTS AND FRAGILITY 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I.   PIER CURVATURE 3 RESULTS AND FRAGILITY 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J.  MATLAB SCRIPTS 

———————————————————————————————————————
Intensity Measure Calculation Function 

function [IM] = CalculateIMSd(filepath, Intensity, numEQ) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   This function is intended to calculate the Intensity 
Measure of   %%% 
%%%   a given earthquake for determining element fragility. IM 
is       %%% 
%%%   calculate from SRSS combination of spectral acceleration 
at       %%% 
%%%   first 10 modes for each direction, H1 and H2. It is used 
with     %%%  
%%%   the following scripts:                                            
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%      CBRmain.m                                                      
%%% 
%%%      SGmain.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      SSmain.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      SDRmain.m                                                      
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% 

    % Import file with periods and mass participation 
    M    = csvread(strcat(filepath,'/R1/R1modes.csv'),1,1,[1 1 
11 4]); 
    TM   = M(1:11,1);  % Period Vector 
    MPH1 = M(:,2);     % Mass Participation H1 direction 
    MPH2 = M(:,3);     % Mass Participation H2 direction 
     
    omega = (2*pi())./TM; 
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    [H1,H2,T2,~,~] = ReadSpectra(filepath, Intensity); 
     
    % Find Mean Spectra 
    MeanH1(:) = mean(H1'); % H1 
    MeanH2(:) = mean(H2'); % H2 
     
    % Find Spectral Acceleration for each mode 
    for g = 1:numEQ 
        for t = 1:length(TM) 
            % Sa Individual GM 
            GMSd1(g,t) = interp1(T2,H1(:,g),TM(t))/omega(t)^2; 
            GMSd2(g,t) = interp1(T2,H2(:,g),TM(t))/omega(t)^2; 
        end 
         
        % Weighted by Mass Participation 
        SdMP(g) = (sum((GMSd1(g,:).*MPH1').^2) + 
sum((GMSd2(g,:)... 
            .*MPH2').^2)); 

        % /(sum(MPH1.^2) + sum(MPH2.^2)) 
         
% %         % SRSS of individual GM 
% %         Sa1(t) = sqrt(sum(GMSa1(:,t).^2)); 
% %         Sa2(t) = sqrt(sum(GMSa2(:,t).^2)); 
    end 
     
    IM = mean(sqrt(SdMP)); 
     
return 

———————————————————————————————————————
Read Scaled Spectra Function 

function [H1,H2,T,T_Target,Target] = ReadSpectra(filepath, 
Intensity) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Purpose: This function reads scaled spectra data from csv 
file    %%% 
%%%            for use with CalculateIMSd.m function                    
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% 

s1 = '_scaled_spectra.csv'; 
spectra_path = strcat(filepath,'/',Intensity,'/',Intensity,s1); 
temp = csvread(spectra_path,1,1); 

% Organize Data 
for GM = 1:15 
    H1(:,GM) = temp(:,2*GM); 
    H2(:,GM) = temp(:,2*GM+1); 
end 

T = temp(:,1); 
T_Target = temp(:,33); 
Target = temp(:,34); 

end 

———————————————————————————————————————
Coupling Beam Rotation Main Script 

clear variables 
close all 
clc; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Written by Allison Griffiths January 2019                         
%%% 
%%%   The Purpose of this code is to extract and analyze the coupling   
%%% 
%%%   beam rotation for tall buildings with a coupled shear wall        
%%% 
%%%   lateral structural system. The script is intended to be modified  
%%% 
%%%   to use with new structures.                                       
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   This code is split into 9 sections:                               
%%% 
%%%      1. Initialize - Inputs specific to building and filepath       
%%% 
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%%%      2. Fragility Parameters - Define desired wall and floor for    
%%% 
%%%         analysis and define damage state values.                    
%%% 
%%%      3. Extract Coupling Beam Rotation - extracts raw data from     
%%% 
%%%         Perform 3D .txt files                                       
%%% 
%%%      4. Find Stats - finds the mean and standard deviation of the   
%%% 
%%%         raw data.                                                   
%%% 
%%%      5. Plot Coupling Beam Rotation Over Height - Plots raw data    
%%% 
%%%         values from sections 3 and 4.                               
%%% 
%%%      6. Calculate Intensity Measure - Calculates IM value for       
%%% 
%%%         each intensity for defining fragility curve.                
%%% 
%%%      7. Find Fragility Curves - Finds the probability of            
%%% 
%%%         exceeding each damage state value at all levels for the     
%%% 
%%%         wall specified in section 2.                                
%%% 
%%%      8. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest - Plots             
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding all damage state values for the    
%%% 
%%%         wall and floor specified in section 2.                      
%%% 
%%%      9. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors - Plots the         
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding the given damage state defined     
%%% 
%%%         in section 2 across all floors for the given wall.          
%%% 
%%%     10. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability - Displays the floor   
%%% 
%%%         number on the given wall were the given damage state        
%%% 
%%%         from section 2 is exceeded.                                 
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   The functions developed for use in this script are:               
%%%  
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%      ReadCBR.m                                                      
%%% 
%%%      CalculateIM.m                                                  
%%% 
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%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 

%% 1. Initialize 

numStory = 41;            % Number of stories with Coupling Beams 
Story = 1:1:numStory; 

% 1 to 15 GM 
numEQ = 15; % number of ground motions used in analysis 
selectEQ = 1:numEQ; 

% Define Intensity Measures for analysis.  These should be the same as 
the 
% txt intensity measure folders. 
Intensity = ["25SLE","43SLE","DBE","MCE","OVE"]; 
numInt = length(Intensity); 

% Filepath to main folders, Intensity Measure folders within 
filepath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research'; 

% Filepath to save plots as jpeg 
jpegpath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research/Figures/'; 

%% 2. Fragility Parameters 
% Define Wall Direction for analysis: 'North', 'South', 'East', 'West' 
Wall = 'East'; 

Floor = 14; % Floor of Interest, if desired, for use in section 7. 

% Coupling Beam Damage State Cord Rotations from Naish Table 6.2 
numDS = 4; 
% Damage states for aspect ratio < 2 
DS1 = [0.84    1.79    3.52    5.43]; 
% Damage states for aspect ratio > 2, < 4 
DS2 = [0.97    2.03    3.94    6.02]; 

% Input Probability of Damage, Intensity Measure, and Damage State to  
% return floors that exceed the given probability, see section 9. 
PoD = 0.1;     % Probability of Damage 
gIM = 0.01;    % Intensity Measure of earthquake of interest 
gDS = 4;       % Damage State of Interest: 1,2,3,4 

%% 3. Extract Coupling Beam Rotation 

% Coupling Beam Rotation 
MAX_CBR = zeros(numEQ, numStory, length(Intensity)); 

% Loop over Intensity Measures 
for I = 1:length(Intensity) 
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    % Loop over Ground Motions 
    for GM = 1:1:numEQ 
         
        % Extract Coupling Beam Rotation 
        [NCBR, WCBR, SCBR, ECBR] = ReadCBR(filepath, Intensity(I), 
GM); 
         
        if isequal(Wall,'North') 
            CBR = NCBR; 
            DS = ones(numStory,1)*DS1; 
             
        elseif isequal(Wall,'West') 
            CBR = WCBR; 
            DS = [ones(7,1)*DS1; ones(numStory-7,1)*DS2]; 
             
        elseif isequal(Wall,'South') 
            CBR = SCBR; 
            DS = ones(numStory,1)*DS1; 
             
        else 
            CBR = ECBR; 
            DS = [DS2; DS1; ones(4,1)*DS2; ones(2,1)*DS1; 
ones(8,1)*DS2; ones(numStory-16,1)*DS1]; 
        end 
         
        % Find max CBR for coupling beam wall defined 
        MAX_CBR(GM,:,I) = max(abs(CBR)).*100; 
    end 
end 

%% 4. Find Stats 
MEAN_CBR = zeros(numStory,numInt); 
STD_CBR = zeros(numStory,numInt); 

% Loop over IMs 
for I = 1:numInt 
    % Loop over Stories 
    for L = 1:numStory 
        % Find Mean 
        MEAN_CBR(L,I) = mean(MAX_CBR(:,L,I)); 
        STD_CBR(L,I) = MEAN_CBR(L,I) + std(MAX_CBR(:,L,I)); 
     
        % Find Lognormal Fit if desired 
        % [q] = lognfit(MAX_CBR(:,L,I)); 
        % lnMean_CBR(L,I) = q(1); 
        % lnStd_CBR(L,I) = q(2); 
    end 
end 

%% 5. Plot Coupling Beam Rotation Over Height 

figure1 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
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for I = 1:numInt 
    subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of 
IMs 
    hold on 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        stairs(MAX_CBR(GM,:,I),Story,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
    end 
    stairs(MEAN_CBR(:,I), Story,'r','LineWidth',2) 
    stairs(1.5.*MEAN_CBR(:,I), Story,'g','LineWidth',2) 
    stairs(STD_CBR(:,I), Story,'b:','LineWidth',2) 
    hold off 
    title(Intensity(I)) 
    xlabel('Rotation (%)') 
    ylabel('Story') 
    box on 
    % The following sets the x axis limits for higher IMs for the 
purpose 
    % of comparing.  Can be commented out if not needed. 
    if I > 2 
        xlim([0 15]) 
        xticks([2 4 6 8 10 12 14]) 
    end 
    ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b:','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('Individual Ground Motion','Mean','1.5*Mean','Mean + St. 
Dev.'... 
    ,'location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(strcat(Wall,' Coupling Beam Rotation'),'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure1,strcat(jpegpath, Wall,'_CBR.jpeg')) 

%% 6. Calculate Intensity Measure 

IM = zeros(numInt,1); 

for GM = 1:numEQ 
    for I = 1:length(Intensity) 
        % Calculate IM Value 
        IM(I) = CalculateIMSd(filepath, Intensity(I), numEQ); 
    end 
end 

%% 7. Find Fragility Curves    

for L = 1:numStory 
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   for GM = 1:numEQ 
      for I = 1:numInt 
          % Find Damage State 1 Curve 
         if MAX_CBR(GM,L,I) >= DS(L,1) 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
          
         % Find Damage State 2 Curve 
         if MAX_CBR(GM,L,I) >= DS(L,2) 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
          
         % Find Damage State 3 Curve 
         if MAX_CBR(GM,L,I) >= DS(L,3) 
            ds3(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds3(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
          
         % Find Damage State 4 Curve 
         if MAX_CBR(GM,L,I) >= DS(L,4) 
            ds4(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds4(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
      end 
   end 
end 

FragilityDS(1,:,:)  = reshape(mean(ds1),[numStory, numInt]); 
FragilityDS(2,:,:)  = reshape(mean(ds2),[numStory, numInt]); 
FragilityDS(3,:,:)  = reshape(mean(ds3),[numStory, numInt]); 
FragilityDS(4,:,:)  = reshape(mean(ds4),[numStory, numInt]); 

%% 8. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest 

Color = [0 0.8 0.8 
         0.4 0 0.8 
         0.8 0 0.4 
         0.8 0.8 0]; 

figure2 = figure; 
hold on 
for d = 1:numDS 
    x = reshape(FragilityDS(d,:,:),[numStory, numInt]); 
    a = area(IM,x(Floor,:)); 
    a.FaceColor = Color(d,:); 
end 
plot(gIM*ones(1,2),[0,1],'k:') 
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hold off 
title([Wall,' Coupling Beam Rotation: Floor 
',num2str(Floor)],'FontSize',18) 
xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',14) 
ylabel('P[CBR > DS]','FontSize',14) 
ylim([0 1]) 
box on 
legend('Damage State 1','Damage State 2','Damage State 3','Damage 
State 4',... 
    'Given EQ Intensity','Location','NorthWest','FontSize',14) 
saveas(figure2,strcat(jpegpath, 
Wall,'_CBR_','Floor',num2str(Floor),'.jpeg')) 

%% 9. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors 

% Uncomment for 3D plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
% [X,Y] = meshgrid(IM, Story); 
% DSsurf = reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,:,:),[numStory, numInt]); 
%  
% figure3 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 600, 1200]); 
% s = surf(X,Y,DSsurf,'FaceAlpha',0.5); 
% yy = get(s, 'YData'); 
% zz = get(s, 'ZData'); 
% set(s, 'YData', zz, 'ZData', yy); 
% rotate3d 
% s.EdgeColor = 'none'; 
% title(strcat(Wall,' Coupling Beam Rotation Fragility: 
DS',num2str(gDS)),'FontSize',18) 
% xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',14) 
% ylabel(['P[CBR > DS',num2str(gDS),']'],'FontSize',14) 
% zlabel('Story','FontSize',14) 
% view([45 15])  % modify 3D view point 
% saveas(figure3,[jpegpath, Wall,'_CBR3D_','DS',num2str(gDS),'.jpeg']) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 

c = ["k","b","g","r"]; 
% Plot for each Intensity Measure 
figure4 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
    subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of 
IMs 
    hold on 
    for d = 1:numDS 
    plot(FragilityDS(d,:,I),Story,c(d),'LineWidth',2) 
    end 
    hold off 
    title(Intensity(I)) 
    xlabel('P[CBR > DS]') 
    ylabel('Story') 
    box on 
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    xlim([0 1]) 
    ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('DS 1','DS 2','DS 3','DS 4','location','Northeast','FontSize',
14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle([Wall,' Wall Beam CBR Fragility'],'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure4,strcat(jpegpath, Wall,'_CBRFragility.jpeg')) 

%% 10. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability 
P_DS = zeros(numStory,1); 

for L = 1:numStory 
    P_DS(L) = interp1(IM, reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,L,:),1,numInt), 
gIM); 
end 

% Find floors where Damage State Probability exceeds given Probability 
Floors = find(P_DS > PoD); 

disp(strcat(Wall,' Wall Coupling Beams')) 
disp(strcat('Damage State: ',gDS)) 
disp('Floors Exceeding Given Probability:') 
disp(Floors) 

———————————————————————————————————————
Coupling Beam Rotation File Read Function 

function [NCBR, WCBR, SCBR, ECBR] = ReadCBR(filepath, Intensity, GM) 
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Purpose: This function reads output coupling beam rotation files  
%%% 
%%%            from Perform 3D and organizes data by core wall          
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Inputs:                                                           
%%% 
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%%%      filepath  - location of saved files from perform 3D.  Files    
%%% 
%%%                  must be saved in the format "SS_H1" inside the     
%%% 
%%%                  ground motion number folder, e.g. "GM_1", and      
%%% 
%%%                  the intensity measure folder, e.g. "MCE"           
%%% 
%%%      Intensity - Name of the intensity measure folder containing    
%%% 
%%%                  Ground motion folders "GM_1"                       
%%% 
%%%      GM        - Ground Motion number                               
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Outputs:                                                          
%%% 
%%%      NCBR      - North wall coupling beam rotation                  
%%% 
%%%      WCBR      - West wall coupling beam rotation                   
%%% 
%%%      SCBR      - South wall coupling beam rotation                  
%%% 
%%%      ECBR      - East wall coupling beam rotation                   
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
    filepath = strcat(filepath, '/', Intensity); 
     
    l_N = 60; % inches, length of North side coupling beam 
    l_W = 85; % inches, length of West side coupling beam 
    l_S = 60; % inches, length of South side coupling beam 
    l_E = 60; % inches, length of East side coupling beam 
     
    s1='GM_'; 
    s2 = num2str(GM); 
    s3 = 'CBR.txt';  
         
    filename = strcat(filepath, '/', s1, s2, '/', s3); 
     
    delimiterIn = ','; 
    headerlinesIn = 182; 
     
    temp = importdata(filename, delimiterIn,headerlinesIn);  
    data = [temp.data]; 
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  .txt Column Input 

    % North CB at coordinates (2515, 1206.9) 
    % NCBR(data,Level) 
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    NCBR(:,1:3) = [data(:,36) data(:,168) data(:,169)]./l_N;  
    NCBR(:,4:7) = [data(:,37) data(:,38) data(:,39) data(:,40)]./l_N; 
    for i = 1:34 
        NCBR(:,7+i) = data(:,36-i)./l_N; 
    end 
     
    % West CB at coordinates (2277, 923.9) 
    % WCBR(data,Level) 
    WCBR(:,1:5) = [data(:,167) data(:,41) data(:,171) data(:,172) 
data(:,170)]./l_W; 
    WCBR(:,6:41) = data(:,42:77)./l_W; 
     
    % South CB at coordinates (2320, 570.9) 
    % SCBR(data,Level) 
    for i = 1:9 
        SCBR(:,i) = data(:,126-i)./l_S; 
    end 
    for i = 1:32 
        SCBR(:,9+i) = data(:,110-i)./l_S; 
    end 
         
    % East CB at coordinates (2628, 918.9) 
    % ECBR(data,Level) 
    ECBR = data(:,126:166)./l_E; 
     
end 

———————————————————————————————————————
Shear Force File Read Function 

function [SSX, SSY, NWW, NWE, SWW, SWE, WWN, WWS, EWN, EWS] = ... 
    ReadSS(filepath, Intensity, GM) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Purpose: This function reads output H1 and H2 force files from    
%%% 
%%%             Perform 3D and organizes data by core wall pier and     
%%% 
%%%             also by resisting web.                                  
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Inputs:                                                           
%%% 
%%%      filepath  - location of saved files from perform 3D.  Files    
%%% 
%%%                  must be saved in the format "SS_H1" inside the     
%%% 
%%%                  ground motion number folder, e.g. "GM_1", and      
%%% 
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%%%                  the intensity measure folder, e.g. "MCE"           
%%% 
%%%      Intensity - Name of the intensity measure folder containing    
%%% 
%%%                  Ground motion folders "GM_1"                       
%%% 
%%%      GM        - Ground Motion number                               
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Outputs:                                                          
%%% 
%%%      SSX       - Shear force in H1 web, assumed entire North and    
%%% 
%%%                  and South Walls                                    
%%% 
%%%      SSY       - Shear force in H2 web, assumed entire East and     
%%% 
%%%                  and West Walls                                     
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 

    filepath = strcat(filepath, '/', Intensity); 
    s1 = 'GM_'; 
    s2 = num2str(GM); 
    s3 = 'SS_H1.txt'; % X direction PFA from perform 
    s4 = 'SS_H2.txt'; % Y direction PFA from perform 
     
    filename1 = strcat(filepath, '/', s1, s2, '/', s3); 
    filename2 = strcat(filepath, '/', s1, s2, '/', s4); 
     
    delimiterIn = ','; 
    headerlinesIn = 708; % change to line where drifts values start 
     
    % Organize H1 forces 
    temp = importdata(filename1, delimiterIn, headerlinesIn);  
    temp_data = [temp.data]; 
     
    for i = 1:41 
        SSX(:,i) = temp_data(:,393-i); 
    end 
     
     
     
    % North Wall West 
    for i = 1:41 
        NWW(:,i) = temp_data(:,84-i); 
    end 
     
    % North Wall East 
    for i = 1:41 
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        NWE(:,i) = temp_data(:,247-i); 
    end 
     
    % South Wall West 
    for i = 1:41 
        SWW(:,i) = temp_data(:,125-i); 
    end 
     
    % South Wall East 
    for i = 1:8 
        SWE(:,i) = temp_data(:,401-i); 
    end 
    for i = 9:41 
        SWE(:,i) = temp_data(:,358-i); 
    end 
     
    % Organize H2 forces 
    temp = importdata(filename2, delimiterIn,headerlinesIn);  
    temp_data = [temp.data]; 
     
    for i = 1:41 
        SSY(:,i) = temp_data(:,393-i); 
    end 
     
    % West Wall North 
    for i = 1:41 
        WWN(:,i) = temp_data(:,166-i); 
    end 
     
    % West Wall South 
    WWS(:,1) = temp_data(:,453); 
    for i = 2:41 
        WWS(:,i) = temp_data(:,289-i); 
    end 
     
    % East Wall North 
    for i = 1:41 
        EWN(:,i) = temp_data(:,207-i); 
    end 
     
    % East Wall South 
    for i = 1:41 
        EWS(:,i) = temp_data(:,441-i); 
    end 
end 

———————————————————————————————————————
Strain Gage File Read Function 

function [Strain] = ReadSG(filepath, Intensity, GM) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
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%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Purpose: This function reads output strain gage files from        
%%% 
%%%             Perform 3D and organizes data by core wall pier and     
%%% 
%%%             also by resisting web.                                  
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Inputs:                                                           
%%% 
%%%      filepath  - location of saved files from perform 3D.  Files    
%%% 
%%%                  must be saved in the format "SS_H1" inside the     
%%% 
%%%                  ground motion number folder, e.g. "GM_1", and      
%%% 
%%%                  the intensity measure folder, e.g. "MCE"           
%%% 
%%%      Intensity - Name of the intensity measure folder containing    
%%% 
%%%                  Ground motion folders "GM_1"                       
%%% 
%%%      GM        - Ground Motion number                               
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Outputs:                                                          
%%% 
%%%      Strain    - Outputs strain gage values for 12 points defined   
%%% 
%%%                  around the core wall                               
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 

    filepath = strcat(filepath, '/', Intensity); 
    s1 = 'GM_'; 
    s2 = num2str(GM); 
    s3 = 'SG.txt';      
         
    file1 = strcat(filepath, '/', s1, s2, '/', s3); 
     
    delimiterIn = ','; 
    headerlinesIn = 917; 

    SG  = importdata(file1,delimiterIn,headerlinesIn); 
    temp = [SG.data]; 
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    % Northeast Corner (2628, 1206.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,1)   = temp(:,71:72); 
    Strain(:,3:4,1)   = temp(:,839:840); 
    Strain(:,5:12,1)  = temp(:,73:80); 
    Strain(:,13,1)    = temp(:,229); 
    Strain(:,14,1)    = temp(:,232); 
    Strain(:,15:22,1) = temp(:,249:256); 
    Strain(:,23:31,1) = temp(:,275:283); 
    Strain(:,32:39,1) = temp(:,346:353); 
    Strain(:,40:42,1) = temp(:,374:376); 
     
    % North CB East Point (2575, 1206.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,2)   = temp(:,61:62); 
    Strain(:,3:4,2)   = temp(:,853:854); 
    Strain(:,5:12,2)  = temp(:,63:70); 
    Strain(:,13:21,2)  = temp(:,293:301); 
    Strain(:,22:31,2)  = temp(:,312:321); 
    Strain(:,32:39,2)  = temp(:,354:361); 
    Strain(:,40:42,2)  = temp(:,371:373); 
     
    % North CB West Point (2515, 1206.9) 
    % 3rd and 4th level at (2503, 1206.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,3)   = temp(:,51:52); 
    Strain(:,3:4,3)   = temp(:,851:852); 
    Strain(:,5:12,3)  = temp(:,53:60); 
    Strain(:,13:21,3)  = temp(:,284:292); 
    Strain(:,22:31,3)  = temp(:,302:311); 
    Strain(:,32:39,3)  = temp(:,338:345); 
    Strain(:,40:42,3)  = temp(:,368:370); 
     
     
    % Northwest Corner (2277, 1206.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,4)   = temp(:,31:32); 
    Strain(:,3:4,4)   = temp(:,835:836); 
    Strain(:,5:12,4)  = temp(:,33:40); 
    Strain(:,13,4)    = temp(:,227); 
    Strain(:,14,4)    = temp(:,230); 
    Strain(:,15:22,4) = temp(:,233:240); 
    Strain(:,23:31,4) = temp(:,257:265); 
    Strain(:,32:39,4) = temp(:,322:329); 
    Strain(:,40:42,4) = temp(:,362:364); 
     
    % West CB North Point (2277, 923.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,5)   = temp(:,141:142); 
    Strain(:,3:4,5)   = temp(:,825:826); 
    Strain(:,5:12,5)  = temp(:,143:150); 
    Strain(:,13:27,5)  = temp(:,542:556); 
    Strain(:,28:36,5)  = temp(:,596:604); 
    Strain(:,37:42,5)  = temp(:,629:634); 
     
    % West CB South Point (2277, 838.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,6)   = temp(:,151:152); 
    Strain(:,3:4,6)   = temp(:,831:832); 
    Strain(:,5:12,6)  = temp(:,153:160); 
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    Strain(:,13:27,6)  = temp(:,557:571); 
    Strain(:,28:36,6)  = temp(:,605:613); 
    Strain(:,37:42,6)  = temp(:,635:640); 
     
    % Southwest Corner (2277, 570.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,7)   = temp(:,81:82); 
    Strain(:,3:4,7)   = temp(:,835:836); 
    Strain(:,5:12,7)  = temp(:,83:90); 
    Strain(:,13:19,7) = temp(:,377:383); 
    Strain(:,20:31,7) = temp(:,405:416); 
    Strain(:,32:42,7) = temp(:,468:478); 
     
    % South CB West Point (2320, 570.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,8)   = temp(:,91:92); 
    Strain(:,3:4,8)   = temp(:,855:856); 
    Strain(:,5:12,8)  = temp(:,93:100); 
    Strain(:,13:26,8)  = temp(:,417:430); 
    Strain(:,27:42,8)  = temp(:,487:502); 
     
    % South CB East Point (2380, 570.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,9)   = temp(:,101:102); 
    Strain(:,3:4,9)   = temp(:,857:858); 
    Strain(:,5:12,9)  = temp(:,103:110); 
    Strain(:,13:19,9)  = temp(:,384:390); 
    Strain(:,20:26,9)  = temp(:,431:437); 
    Strain(:,27:34,9)  = temp(:,452:459); 
    Strain(:,35:42,9)  = temp(:,509:516); 
     
    % Southeast Corner (2628, 570.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,10)   = temp(:,121:122); 
    Strain(:,3:4,10)   = temp(:,847:848); 
    Strain(:,5:12,10)  = temp(:,123:130); 
    Strain(:,13:19,10) = temp(:,398:404); 
    Strain(:,20:26,10) = temp(:,445:451); 
    Strain(:,27:34,10) = temp(:,460:467); 
    Strain(:,35:42,10) = temp(:,479:486); 
     
    % East CB South Point (2628, 858.9) 
    Strain(:,1:2,11)   = temp(:,201:202); 
    Strain(:,3:4,11)   = temp(:,843:844); 
    Strain(:,5:12,11)  = temp(:,203:210); 
    Strain(:,13:23,11)  = temp(:,669:679); 
    Strain(:,24:37,11)  = temp(:,719:732); 
    Strain(:,38:42,11)  = temp(:,757:761); 
     
    % East CB North Point (2628, 918.9) 
    Strain(:,1:42,12)   = temp(:,767:808); 
end 

———————————————————————————————————————
Curvature 1 Main Script 

clear variables 
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close all 
clc; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Written by Allison Griffiths August 2018                          
%%% 
%%%   The Purpose of this code is to extract and analyze the core       
%%% 
%%%   wall strain for tall buildings with a coupled shear wall          
%%% 
%%%   lateral structural system. The code calculates the pier           
%%% 
%%%   curvature and the compression and tension strain with the         
%%% 
%%%   corner in tension and the coupling beam side of the wall in       
%%% 
%%%   compression. The script is intended to be modified to use         
%%% 
%%%   with new structures.                                              
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   This code is split into 17 sections:                              
%%% 
%%%      1. Initialize - Inputs specific to building and filepath       
%%% 
%%%      2. Fragility Parameters - Define desired wall and floor for    
%%% 
%%%         analysis and define damage state values.                    
%%% 
%%%      3. Wall Sizes [length, Width] - Input core wall pier sizes,    
%%% 
%%%         strain gage length and wall width.                          
%%% 
%%%      4. Extract Strain Gage - extracts raw data from Perform 3D     
%%% 
%%%         Axial Strain Gage output .txt files.                        
%%% 
%%%      5. Find Curvature of each pier - Calculates the curvature of   
%%% 
%%%         each pier over the building height from the raw data        
%%% 
%%%         extracted in section 4.  Curvature is calculated with       
%%% 
%%%         corner in tension and coulpling beam wall side in           
%%% 
%%%         compression.                                                
%%% 
%%%      6. Find Mean and Std. Dev. - Finds mean for tension and        
%%% 
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%%%         compression strain, and finds standard deviation for        
%%% 
%%%         tension strain and 1.5mean for compression.                 
%%% 
%%%      7. Plot Strain Gage - Plots tension and compression strain     
%%% 
%%%         for point defined in section 2.                             
%%% 
%%%      8. Plot Curvature for a Pier - Plots the curvature for the     
%%% 
%%%         pier specified in section 2, with corner in compression     
%%% 
%%%         and coupling beam side in tenstion.                         
%%% 
%%%      9. Plot Curvature in Direction - Plots the curvature for all   
%%% 
%%%         piers resisting H1 direction on the same graph.  Plots H2   
%%% 
%%%         on one graph.                                               
%%% 
%%%     10. Wall Demand 1 = lwc/b^2, WD1 - Calculates wall demand       
%%% 
%%%         parameter 1 using neutral axis depth "c"                    
%%% 
%%%     11. Wall Demand 2 = v/sqrt(f'c), WD2 - Calculates wall demand   
%%% 
%%%         parameter 2 using shear stress obtained from ReadSS.m       
%%% 
%%%     12. Find Damage State - determines the appropriate damage       
%%% 
%%%         state values based on wall demand parameters 1 and 2        
%%% 
%%%     13. Calculate Intensity Measure - Calculates IM value for       
%%% 
%%%         each intensity for defining fragility curve.                
%%% 
%%%     14. Find Fragility Curves - Finds the probability of            
%%% 
%%%         exceeding each damage state value at all levels for the     
%%% 
%%%         pier specified in section 2.                                
%%% 
%%%     15. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest - Plots             
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding all damage state values for the    
%%% 
%%%         pier and floor specified in section 2.                      
%%% 
%%%     16. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors - Plots the         
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding the given damage state defined     
%%% 
%%%         in section 2 across all floors for the given pier.          
%%% 
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%%%     17. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability - Displays the floor   
%%% 
%%%         number on the given wall were the given damage state        
%%% 
%%%         from section 2 is exceeded.                                 
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   The functions developed for use in this script are:               
%%%  
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%      ReadSG.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      ReadSS.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      CalculateIM.m                                                  
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 

%% 1. Initialize 

numStory = 42;            % Number of stories 
Story = 1:1:numStory; 

% 1 to 15 GM 
numEQ = 15; % number of ground motions used in analysis 
selectEQ = 1:numEQ; 

% Define Intensity Measures for analysis.  These should be the same as 
the 
% txt intensity measure folders. 
Intensity = ["25SLE","43SLE","DBE","MCE","OVE"]; 
numInt = length(Intensity); 

%filepath = 'Z:\Documents\AG_research'; 
filepath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research'; 

% Filepath to save plots as jpeg 
jpegpath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research/Figures/'; 

% Total Number of Strain Gage Points around core wall 
numPoints  = 12; 

% Total number of wall piers in core wall 
numPiers = 8; 

%% 2. Fragility Parameters 
% Define Pier Number Label for analysis: 1 - 8 clockwise starting from 
West 
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% Wall, North Pier. 
Pier = 1; 

% Define strain gage point for plotting, option 1 - 16.  Points 1 - 12 
are 
% defined counter-clockwise around the core from Perform nodes and 
points 
% 13 - 16 are calculated corner strain values. 
Point = 2; 

Floor = 10; % Floor of Interest, if desired, for use in section 14. 

% The damage state values used for curvature depend on two parameters 
% defined in Saman A. Abdullah's ACI technical paper on drift 
capacity. 
% Those parameters are labeled in this code as WD1 and WD2 and are 
% calculated in sections 9 through 11.   

numDS = 2; 

% Input Probability of Damage, Intensity Measure, and Damage State to  
% return floors that exceed the given probability, see section 9. 
PoD = 0.1;  % Probability of Damage 
gIM = 0.025;    % Intensity Measure of earthquake of interest 
gDS = 1;    % Damage State of Interest: 1,2,3,4 

%% 3. Wall Sizes [length, Width] 

% Steel yield strain 
Esy = 0.00242; 

% Wall height 
height = 120.*ones(numStory-1,1); 

L1 = 8;                 % number of Lower stories with thicker walls 
L2 = numStory - L1;     % Upper stories with thinner wall 
% West Wall, North 
a(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[283, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
a(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[283, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% West Wall, South 
b(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[268, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
b(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[268, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% South Wall, West 
c(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[43, 42];         % Floors 1 - 8 
c(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[43, 36];   % Floors 9 - 42 
% South Wall, East 
d(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[248, 42];        % Floors 1 - 8 
d(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[248, 36];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% East Wall, South 
e(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[288, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
e(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[288, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% East Wall, North 
f(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[288, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
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f(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[288, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% North Wall, East 
g(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[53, 42];         % Floors 1 - 8 
g(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[53, 36];   % Floors 9 - 42 

% North Wall, West 
% Irregular wall 
h(1:2,:)  = ones(2,1)*[238, 42];  % Floors 1 - 2 
h(3:4,:)  = ones(2,1)*[226, 42];  % Floors 3 - 4 
h(5:8,:)  = ones(4,1)*[238, 42];  % Floors 5 - 8 
h(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[238, 36];  % Floors 9 - 42 

% Assemble Wall Width and length into one matrix 
Wall_Size(:,:,1) = a; 
Wall_Size(:,:,2) = b; 
Wall_Size(:,:,3) = c; 
Wall_Size(:,:,4) = d; 
Wall_Size(:,:,5) = e; 
Wall_Size(:,:,6) = f; 
Wall_Size(:,:,7) = g; 
Wall_Size(:,:,8) = h; 

%% 4. Extract Strain Gage 

% Wall point number order can be changed in ReadSG.m file.  For 
Metropolis 
% R1, wall points start with 1 in NorthEast corner and continue in 
% ascending order counterclockwise around the core wall.  Points 13 - 
16 
% are calculated from wall curvature later. 

%Core = 1:1:numStory; 
SG_Level = zeros(1,2*numStory+1); % Create data range  
MAX_Strain = zeros(length(SG_Level),numPiers,numEQ,numInt); 
MAX_ten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numEQ,numInt); 
MAX_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numEQ,numInt); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        [Strain] = ReadSG(filepath, Intensity(I), GM); 
        % Strain(Time Step Value, Story, Wall Point) 
         
        % Find maximum Tension (+) 
        MAX_ten(:,:,GM,I) = max(Strain); 
        % Max_ten(Story, Wall Point, GM, Intensity) 
         
        % Find maximum Compression (-) 
        MAX_comp(:,:,GM,I)  = min(Strain); 
        % Max_comp(Story, Wall Point, GM, Intensity)    
    end  
end 
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%% 5. Find Curvature of each pier 
% Curvature found using compression at the coupling beam face and 
tension 
% on the corner, "b" value for section 10 is therefore defined as 
width of wall 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % phi_Wall = (Compression Strain - Tension Strain)/length btw 
points 
        phi_a(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,5,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,4,GM,I))./
a(:,1);    % West wall, North 
        phi_b(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,6,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,7,GM,I))./
b(:,1);    % West wall, South 
        phi_c(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,8,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,7,GM,I))./
c(:,1);    % South wall, West 
        phi_d(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,9,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,10,GM,I))./
d(:,1);   % South wall, East 
        phi_e(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,11,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,10,GM,I))./
e(:,1);  % East Wall, South 
        phi_f(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,12,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,1,GM,I))./
f(:,1);   % East Wall, North 
        phi_g(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,2,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,1,GM,I))./
g(:,1);    % North Wall, East 
        phi_h(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,3,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,4,GM,I))./
h(:,1);    % North Wall, West 
    end 
end 

% Combine Curvature values calculated above into a single variable for 
% finding fragilty in section 13. 
% Curvature = (Story, GM, Intensity, Pier) 
Curvature(:,:,:,1) = phi_a; 
Curvature(:,:,:,2) = phi_b; 
Curvature(:,:,:,3) = phi_c; 
Curvature(:,:,:,4) = phi_d; 
Curvature(:,:,:,5) = phi_e; 
Curvature(:,:,:,6) = phi_f; 
Curvature(:,:,:,7) = phi_g; 
Curvature(:,:,:,8) = phi_h; 

MEAN_Curvature = mean(Curvature, 2); 

% Find Mean Curvature 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for L = 1:numStory 
        MEAN_phi_a(L,I) = mean(phi_a(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_b(L,I) = mean(phi_b(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_c(L,I) = mean(phi_c(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_d(L,I) = mean(phi_d(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_e(L,I) = mean(phi_e(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_f(L,I) = mean(phi_f(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_g(L,I) = mean(phi_g(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_h(L,I) = mean(phi_h(L,:,I)); 
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    end 
end 

%% 6. Find Mean and Std. Dev. 

MEAN_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
MEAN15_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
MEAN_ten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
STD_posten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
STD_negten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for L = 1:numStory 
        for p = 1:numPoints 
            % Mean Compression Strain 
            MEAN_comp(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_comp(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            % 1.5 * Mean Compression Strain 
            MEAN15_comp(L,p,I) = 1.5.*mean(MAX_comp(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            if p <= numPoints 
            % Mean Tension Strain 
            MEAN_ten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            % Standard deviation above and below tension mean 
            STD_posten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)) + 
std(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
            STD_negten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)) - 
std(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
            % MEAN_SG(Story, Wall Point, Intensity) 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

%% 7. Plot Strain Gage 

% Plot Strain Gage values for Point defined in section 2 

figure1 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of IMs 
hold on 
% Plot Max Compression 
for GM = 1:numEQ 
    stairs(MAX_comp(:,Point,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
end 
stairs(MEAN_comp(:,I), Story,'r','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(MEAN15_comp(:,I), Story,'g','LineWidth',2) 
% Plot Max Tension 
for GM = 1:numEQ 
    stairs(MAX_ten(:,Point,GM,I), Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
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end 
stairs(MEAN_ten(:,Point,I), Story,'c','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(STD_posten(:,Point,I), Story,'b:','LineWidth', 2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('Strain') 
ylabel('Story') 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b:','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('Individual Ground Motion','Compression Mean','Compression 
1.5*Mean',... 
    'Tension Mean','Tension St. 
Dev.','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(strcat('P',num2str(Point),' Strain Gage'),'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure1,strcat(jpegpath,'P',num2str(Point),'SG.jpeg')) 

    
%% 8. Plot Curvature for a Pier 

% Plot for Pier defined in Section 2 
figure1 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of IMs 
hold on 
% Plot Max Compression 
stairs(Curvature(:,1,I,Pier),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
for GM = 2:numEQ 
    stairs(Curvature(:,GM,I,Pier),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.2,'HandleVisibility','off') 
end 
stairs(MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,Pier), Story,'r','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(1.5*MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,Pier), Story,'g','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story') 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
if I > 2 
    xlim([0 8*10^-5]) 
end 
end 
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subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b:','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('Individual Ground 
Motion','Mean','1.5*Mean','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),': Curvature 1'],'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure1,strcat(jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_Curve1.jpeg')) 

%% 9. Plot Curvature for all Piers in one direction 

% Plot H1 Resisting Piers 
figure2 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I) 
hold on 
% stairs(phi_c(:,1,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.1) 
% for GM = 1:numEQ 
%     stairs(phi_c(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_d(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_g(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_h(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
% end 
stairs(MEAN_phi_c(:,I),Story,'g','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_d(:,I),Story,'b','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_g(:,I),Story,'r','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_h(:,I),Story,'c','LineWidth', 2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
if I > 2 
    xlim([0 25*10^-5]) 
end 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
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plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
sgtitle('H1 Resisting Piers: Curvature 1','FontSize',18) 
legend('Pier 3 Mean','Pier 4 Mean','Pier 7 Mean','Pier 8 Mean',... 
    'location','Northwest','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
saveas(figure2,strcat(jpegpath,'H1Curvature.jpeg')) 

% Plot H2 Resisting Piers 
figure3 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I) 
hold on 
% stairs(phi_a(:,1,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.1) 
% for GM = 1:numEQ 
%     stairs(phi_a(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_b(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_e(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_f(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
% end 
stairs(MEAN_phi_a(:,I),Story,'g','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_b(:,I),Story,'b','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_e(:,I),Story,'r','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_f(:,I),Story,'c','LineWidth', 2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
if I > 2 
    xlim([0 5*10^-5]) 
end 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
sgtitle('H2 Resisting Piers: Curvature 1','FontSize',18) 
legend('Pier 1 Mean','Pier 2 Mean','Pier 5 Mean','Pier 6 Mean',... 
    'location','Northwest','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
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saveas(figure3,strcat(jpegpath,'H2Curvature.jpeg')) 

%% 10. Wall Demand 1 = lw*c/b^2, WD1 

% Find Neutral Axis Depth for WD1 Caluclation 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % West wall, North 
        c_a(:,GM,I) = min(a(:,1), a(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,5,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,5,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(L,4,GM,I))); 
        % West wall, South 
        c_b(:,GM,I) = min(b(:,1), b(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,6,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,6,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,7,GM,I))); 
        % South wall, West 
        c_c(:,GM,I) = min(c(:,1), c(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,8,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,8,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,7,GM,I))); 
        % South wall, East 
        c_d(:,GM,I) = min(d(:,1), d(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,9,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,9,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,10,GM,I))); 
        % East Wall, South 
        c_e(:,GM,I) = min(e(:,1), e(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,
11,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,11,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,10,GM,I))); 
        % East Wall, North 
        c_f(:,GM,I) = min(f(:,1), f(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,
12,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,12,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,1,GM,I))); 
        % North Wall, East 
        c_g(:,GM,I) = min(g(:,1), g(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,2,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,2,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,1,GM,I))); 
        % North Wall, West 
        c_h(:,GM,I) = min(h(:,1), h(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,3,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,3,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,4,GM,I))); 
    end 
end 
  
% WD1 Caluclation 
WD1 = zeros(numStory,numEQ,numInt,numPiers); 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % WD1 = (Story, Ground Motion, Intensity, Pier Number) 
        WD1(:,GM,I,1) = a(:,1).*c_a(:,GM,I)./(a(:,2).^2);       % West 
wall, North 
        WD1(:,GM,I,2) = b(:,1).*c_b(:,GM,I)./(b(:,2).^2);       % West 
wall, South 
        WD1(:,GM,I,3) = c(:,1).*c_c(:,GM,I)./(c(:,2).^2);       % 
South wall, West 
        WD1(:,GM,I,4) = d(:,1).*c_d(:,GM,I)./(d(:,2).^2);       % 
South wall, East 
        WD1(:,GM,I,5) = e(:,1).*c_e(:,GM,I)./(e(:,2).^2);       % East 
Wall, South 
        WD1(:,GM,I,6) = f(:,1).*c_f(:,GM,I)./(f(:,2).^2);       % East 
Wall, North 
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        WD1(:,GM,I,7) = g(:,1).*c_g(:,GM,I)./(g(:,2).^2);       % 
North Wall, East 
        WD1(:,GM,I,8) = h(:,1).*c_h(:,GM,I)./(h(:,2).^2);       % 
North Wall, West 
    end 
end 

%% 11. Wall Demand 2 = v/sqrt(f'c), WD2 
WD2 = zeros(numStory-1,numEQ,numInt,numPiers); 

% area = (node distance + 1/2 connecting wall width) * wall width 
a_area = (a(:,1) + h(:,2)/2).*a(:,2); 
b_area = (b(:,1) + c(:,2)/2).*b(:,2); 
c_area = (c(:,1) + b(:,2)/2).*c(:,2); 
d_area = (d(:,1) + e(:,2)/2).*d(:,2); 
e_area = (e(:,1) + d(:,2)/2).*e(:,2); 
f_area = (f(:,1) + g(:,2)/2).*f(:,2); 
g_area = (g(:,1) + f(:,2)/2).*g(:,2); 
h_area = (h(:,1) + a(:,2)/2).*h(:,2); 

% f'c = 6 ksi above story 6, and 8 ksi from story 6 down 
fc(1:6) = 8000*ones(1,6); 
fc(7:numStory-1) = 6000*ones(1,(numStory-7)); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    % Loop over Ground Motions 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        [~, ~, NWW, NWE, SWW, SWE, WWN, WWS, EWN, EWS] = 
ReadSS(filepath, Intensity(I), GM); 
         
        % Find Max Shear Stress 
        MAX_a(:,GM,I) = max(abs(WWN))./a_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_b(:,GM,I) = max(abs(WWS))./b_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_c(:,GM,I) = max(abs(SWW))./c_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_d(:,GM,I) = max(abs(SWE))./d_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_e(:,GM,I) = max(abs(EWS))./e_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_f(:,GM,I) = max(abs(EWN))./f_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_g(:,GM,I) = max(abs(NWE))./g_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_h(:,GM,I) = max(abs(NWW))./h_area(2:end)'; 
         
        % WD2 = (Story, Ground Motion, Intensity, Pier Number) 
        WD2(:,GM,I,1) = MAX_a(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,2) = MAX_b(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,3) = MAX_c(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,4) = MAX_d(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,5) = MAX_e(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,6) = MAX_f(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,7) = MAX_g(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,8) = MAX_h(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
    end 
end 

%% 12. Find Damage State 
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Pier_DS = zeros(numStory-1,numInt,numEQ); 

% Find Curvature Damage State value 
for I = 1:numInt 
    % Loop over Ground Motions 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        for L = 1:numStory-1 
             
            % Define alpha value based on lw 
            if Wall_Size(L,1,Pier) < 40 
                alpha1(L) = 20; 
                alpha2(L) = 6; 
            elseif Wall_Size(L,1,Pier) > 40 && Wall_Size(L,1,Pier) < 
60 
                alpha1(L) = 15; 
                alpha2(L) = 6; 
            else 
                alpha1(L) = 10; 
                alpha2(L) = 8; 
            end 
             
            % Assign yield curvature damage state based on wall 
length, lw 
            Pier_DS(L,I,GM,1) = 1.4*Esy/Wall_Size(L,1,Pier); 
             
            % Assign ultimate damage state based on Wall Demand Values 
1 and 2 
            Pier_DS(L,I,GM,2) = max(0.00028, (alpha1(L) - ... 
                WD1(L,GM,I,Pier)/alpha2(L) - 
0.2*WD2(L,GM,I,Pier))*10^-4); 
                 
        end 
    end 
end 

%% 13. Calculate Intensity Measure 

IM = zeros(numInt,1); 

for GM = 1:numEQ 
    for I = 1:length(Intensity) 
        % Calculate IM Value 
        IM(I) = CalculateIMSd(filepath, Intensity(I), numEQ); 
    end 
end 

%% 14. Find Fragility Curves  

for L = 1:numStory-1 
   for GM = 1:numEQ 
      for I = 1:numInt 
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          % Find Damage State 1 Curve 
         if Curvature(L,GM,I,Pier) >= Pier_DS(L,I,GM,1) 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
          
         % Find Damage State 2 Curve 
         if Curvature(L,GM,I,Pier) >= Pier_DS(L,I,GM,2) 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
          
%          % Find Damage State 3 Curve 
%          if Curvature(L,GM,I,Pier) >= Pier_DS(L,3,I,GM) 
%             ds3(GM,L,I) = 1; 
%          else 
%             ds3(GM,L,I) = 0; 
%          end 
%           
%          % Find Damage State 4 Curve 
%          if Curvature(L,GM,I,Pier) >= Pier_DS(L,4,I,GM) 
%             ds4(GM,L,I) = 1; 
%          else 
%             ds4(GM,L,I) = 0; 
%          end 
      end 
   end 
end 

FragilityDS(:,:,1)  = reshape(mean(ds1),[numStory-1, numInt]); 
FragilityDS(:,:,2)  = reshape(mean(ds2),[numStory-1, numInt]); 
% FragilityDS(:,:,3)  = reshape(mean(ds3),[numStory-1, 
length(Intensity)]); 
% FragilityDS(:,:,4)  = reshape(mean(ds4),[numStory-1, 
length(Intensity)]); 

%% 15. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest 

Color = [0 0.8 0.8 
         0.4 0 0.8 
         0.8 0 0.4 
         0.8 0.8 0]; 

figure (4) 
hold on 
for i = 1:numDS 
    x = reshape(FragilityDS(:,:,i),[numStory-1, numInt]); 
    a = area(IM,x(Floor,:)); 
    a.FaceColor = Color(i,:); 
end 
plot(gIM*ones(1,2),[0,1],'k:') 
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hold off 
box on 
title(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),' Curvature Fragility: Floor 
',num2str(Floor)],'FontSize',14) 
xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('P[\phi > DS]','FontSize',12) 
ylim([0 1]) 
legend('Damage State 1','Damage State 2','Given EQ 
Intensity','Location','NorthWest') 
saveas(figure 
(4),strcat(jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_Curve1_','Floor',num2str(Fl
oor),'.jpeg')) 

%% 16. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors 

% [X,Y] = meshgrid(IM, Story); 
% DSsurf = reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,:,:),[numStory-1, 
length(Intensity)]); 
%  
% figure (5) 
% L = surf(X,Y,DSsurf,'FaceAlpha',0.5); 
% yy = get(L, 'YData'); 
% zz = get(L, 'ZData'); 
% set(L, 'YData', zz, 'ZData', yy); 
% rotate3d 
% L.EdgeColor = 'none'; 
% title(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),' Curvature Fragility'],'FontSize',14) 
% xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',12) 
% ylabel('P[\phi > DS]','FontSize',12) 
% zlabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
% %view([0 90])  % Uncomment to modify 3D view point 
% saveas(figure 
(5),strcat(jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_Curve1_','DS',num2str(gDS),
'.jpeg')) 

c = ["k","b"]; 
% Plot for each Intensity Measure 
figure4 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
    subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of 
IMs 
    hold on 
    for d = 1:numDS 
    plot(FragilityDS(:,I,d),Story(1:41),c(d),'LineWidth',2) 
    end 
    hold off 
    title(Intensity(I)) 
    xlabel('P[\phi > DS]') 
    ylabel('Story') 
    box on 
    xlim([0 1]) 
    ylim([0 42]) 
end 
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subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('DS 1','DS 2','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),': Curvature 1 Fragility'],'FontSize',
18) 
saveas(figure4,[jpegpath, 'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_C1Fragility.jpeg']) 

%% 17. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability 
     
for L = 1:length(Story)  
    P_DS(L) = interp1(IM, reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,L,:),1,length(IM)), 
gIM); 
end 

% Find floors where Damage State Probability exceeds given Probability 
Floors = find(P_DS > PoD); 

disp(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),' Curvature']) 
disp(['Damage State: ',gDS]) 
disp('Floors Exceeding Given Probability:') 
disp(Floors) 

———————————————————————————————————————
Curvature 2 Main Script 

clear variables 
close all 
clc; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Written by Allison Griffiths August 2018                          
%%% 
%%%   The Purpose of this code is to extract and analyze the core       
%%% 
%%%   wall strain for tall buildings with a coupled shear wall          
%%% 
%%%   lateral structural system. The code calculates the pier           
%%% 
%%%   curvature and the compression and tension strain with the         
%%% 
%%%   corner in compression and the coupling beam side of the wall in   
%%% 
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%%%   tension. The script is intended to be modified to use             
%%% 
%%%   with new structures.                                              
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   This code is split into 17 sections:                              
%%% 
%%%      1. Initialize - Inputs specific to building and filepath       
%%% 
%%%      2. Fragility Parameters - Define desired wall and floor for    
%%% 
%%%         analysis and define damage state values.                    
%%% 
%%%      3. Wall Sizes [length, Width] - Input core wall pier sizes,    
%%% 
%%%         strain gage length and wall width.                          
%%% 
%%%      4. Extract Strain Gage - extracts raw data from Perform 3D     
%%% 
%%%         Axial Strain Gage output .txt files.                        
%%% 
%%%      5. Find Curvature of each pier - Calculates the curvature of   
%%% 
%%%         each pier over the building height from the raw data        
%%% 
%%%         extracted in section 4.  Curvature is calculated with       
%%% 
%%%         corner in compression and coulpling beam wall side in       
%%% 
%%%         tension.                                                    
%%% 
%%%      6. Find Mean and Std. Dev. - Finds mean for tension and        
%%% 
%%%         compression strain, and finds standard deviation for        
%%% 
%%%         tension strain and 1.5mean for compression.                 
%%% 
%%%      7. Plot Strain Gage - Plots tension and compression strain     
%%% 
%%%         for point defined in section 2.                             
%%% 
%%%      8. Plot Curvature for a Pier - Plots the curvature for the     
%%% 
%%%         pier specified in section 2, with corner in compression     
%%% 
%%%         and coupling beam side in tenstion.                         
%%% 
%%%      9. Plot Curvature in Direction - Plots the curvature for all   
%%% 
%%%         piers resisting H1 direction on the same graph.  Plots H2   
%%% 
%%%         on one graph.                                               
%%% 
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%%%     10. Wall Demand 1 = lwc/b^2, WD1 - Calculates wall demand       
%%% 
%%%         parameter 1 using neutral axis depth "c"                    
%%% 
%%%     11. Wall Demand 2 = v/sqrt(f'c), WD2 - Calculates wall demand   
%%% 
%%%         parameter 2 using shear stress obtained from ReadSS.m       
%%% 
%%%     12. Find Damage State - determines the appropriate damage       
%%% 
%%%         state values based on wall demand parameters 1 and 2        
%%% 
%%%     13. Calculate Intensity Measure - Calculates IM value for       
%%% 
%%%         each intensity for defining fragility curve.                
%%% 
%%%     14. Find Fragility Curves - Finds the probability of            
%%% 
%%%         exceeding each damage state value at all levels for the     
%%% 
%%%         pier specified in section 2.                                
%%% 
%%%     15. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest - Plots             
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding all damage state values for the    
%%% 
%%%         pier and floor specified in section 2.                      
%%% 
%%%     16. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors - Plots the         
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding the given damage state defined     
%%% 
%%%         in section 2 across all floors for the given pier.          
%%% 
%%%     17. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability - Displays the floor   
%%% 
%%%         number on the given wall were the given damage state        
%%% 
%%%         from section 2 is exceeded.                                 
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   The functions developed for use in this script are:               
%%%  
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%      ReadSG.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      ReadSS.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      CalculateIM.m                                                  
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 

%% 1. Initialize 

numStory = 42;            % Number of stories 
Story = 1:1:numStory; 

% 1 to 15 GM 
numEQ = 15; % number of ground motions used in analysis 
selectEQ = 1:numEQ; 

% Define Intensity Measures for analysis.  These should be the same as 
the 
% txt intensity measure folders. 
Intensity = ["25SLE","43SLE","DBE","MCE","OVE"]; 
numInt = length(Intensity); 

%filepath = 'Z:\Documents\AG_research'; 
filepath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research'; 

% Filepath to save plots as jpeg 
jpegpath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research/Figures/'; 

% Total Number of Strain Gage Points around core wall 
numPoints  = 12; 

% Total number of wall piers in core wall 
numPiers = 8; 

%% 2. Fragility Parameters 
% Define Pier Number Label for analysis: 1 - 8 clockwise starting from 
West 
% Wall, North Pier. 
Pier = 4; 

% Define strain gage point for plotting, option 1 - 16.  Points 1 - 12 
are 
% defined counter-clockwise around the core from Perform nodes and 
points 
% 13 - 16 are calculated corner strain values. 
Point = 1; 

Floor = 7; % Floor of Interest, if desired, for use in section 14. 

% The damage state values used for curvature depend on two parameters 
% defined in Saman A. Abdullah's ACI technical paper on drift 
capacity. 
% Those parameters are labeled in this code as WD1 and WD2 and are 
% calculated in sections 9 through 11.   

numDS = 2; 
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% Input Probability of Damage, Intensity Measure, and Damage State to  
% return floors that exceed the given probability, see section 9. 
PoD = 0.1;  % Probability of Damage 
gIM = 0.25;    % Intensity Measure of earthquake of interest 
gDS = 1;    % Damage State of Interest: 1,2,3,4 

%% 3. Wall Sizes [length, Width] 

% Steel yield strain 
Esy = 0.00242; 

% Wall height 
height = 120.*ones(numStory-1,1); 

L1 = 8;                 % number of Lower stories with thicker walls 
L2 = numStory - L1;     % Upper stories with thinner wall 
% West Wall, North 
a(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[283, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
a(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[283, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% West Wall, South 
b(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[268, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
b(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[268, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% South Wall, West 
c(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[43, 42];         % Floors 1 - 8 
c(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[43, 36];   % Floors 9 - 42 
% South Wall, East 
d(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[248, 42];        % Floors 1 - 8 
d(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[248, 36];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% East Wall, South 
e(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[288, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
e(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[288, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% East Wall, North 
f(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[288, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
f(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[288, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% North Wall, East 
g(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[53, 42];         % Floors 1 - 8 
g(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[53, 36];   % Floors 9 - 42 

% North Wall, West 
% Irregular wall 
h(1:2,:)  = ones(2,1)*[238, 42];  % Floors 1 - 2 
h(3:4,:)  = ones(2,1)*[226, 42];  % Floors 3 - 4 
h(5:8,:)  = ones(4,1)*[238, 42];  % Floors 5 - 8 
h(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[238, 36];  % Floors 9 - 42 

% Assemble Wall Width and length into one matrix 
Wall_Size(:,:,1) = a; 
Wall_Size(:,:,2) = b; 
Wall_Size(:,:,3) = c; 
Wall_Size(:,:,4) = d; 
Wall_Size(:,:,5) = e; 
Wall_Size(:,:,6) = f; 
Wall_Size(:,:,7) = g; 
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Wall_Size(:,:,8) = h; 

%% 4. Extract Strain Gage 

% Wall point number order can be changed in ReadSG.m file.  For 
Metropolis 
% R1, wall points start with 1 in NorthEast corner and continue in 
% ascending order counterclockwise around the core wall.  Points 13 - 
16 
% are calculated from wall curvature later. 

%Core = 1:1:numStory; 
SG_Level = zeros(1,2*numStory+1); % Create data range  
MAX_Strain = zeros(length(SG_Level),numPiers,numEQ,numInt); 
MAX_ten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numEQ,numInt); 
MAX_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numEQ,numInt); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        [Strain] = ReadSG(filepath, Intensity(I), GM); 
        % Strain(Time Step Value, Story, Wall Point) 
         
        % Find maximum Tension (+) 
        MAX_ten(:,:,GM,I) = max(Strain); 
        % Max_ten(Story, Wall Point, GM, Intensity) 
         
        % Find maximum Compression (-) 
        MAX_comp(:,:,GM,I)  = min(Strain); 
        % Max_comp(Story, Wall Point, GM, Intensity)    
    end 
end 

%% 5. Find Curvature of each pier 
% Curvature found using compression at the corner and tension on the 
% coupling beam face, , "b" value for section 10 is therefore defined 
as  
% length of opposite wall 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % phi_Wall = (Compression Strain - Tension Strain)/length btw 
points 
        phi_a(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,5,GM,I))./
a(:,1);    % West wall, North 
        phi_b(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,6,GM,I))./
b(:,1);    % West wall, South 
        phi_c(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,8,GM,I))./
c(:,1);    % South wall, West 
        phi_d(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,10,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,9,GM,I))./
d(:,1);   % South wall, East 
        phi_e(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,10,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,11,GM,I))./
e(:,1);  % East Wall, South 
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        phi_f(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,12,GM,I))./
f(:,1);   % East Wall, North 
        phi_g(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,2,GM,I))./
g(:,1);    % North Wall, East 
        phi_h(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,3,GM,I))./
h(:,1);    % North Wall, West 
    end 
end 

% Combine Curvature values calculated above into a single variable for 
% finding fragilty in section 13. 
Curvature(:,:,:,1) = phi_a; 
Curvature(:,:,:,2) = phi_b; 
Curvature(:,:,:,3) = phi_c; 
Curvature(:,:,:,4) = phi_d; 
Curvature(:,:,:,5) = phi_e; 
Curvature(:,:,:,6) = phi_f; 
Curvature(:,:,:,7) = phi_g; 
Curvature(:,:,:,8) = phi_h; 

MEAN_Curvature = mean(Curvature, 2); 

% Find Mean Curvature 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for L = 1:numStory 
        MEAN_phi_a(L,I) = mean(phi_a(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_b(L,I) = mean(phi_b(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_c(L,I) = mean(phi_c(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_d(L,I) = mean(phi_d(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_e(L,I) = mean(phi_e(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_f(L,I) = mean(phi_f(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_g(L,I) = mean(phi_g(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_h(L,I) = mean(phi_h(L,:,I)); 
    end 
end 

%% 6. Find Mean and Std. Dev. 

MEAN_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
MEAN15_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
MEAN_ten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
STD_posten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
STD_negten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for L = 1:numStory 
        for p = 1:numPoints 
            % Mean Compression Strain 
            MEAN_comp(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_comp(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            % 1.5 * Mean Compression Strain 
            MEAN15_comp(L,p,I) = 1.5.*mean(MAX_comp(L,p,:,I)); 
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            if p <= numPoints 
            % Mean Tension Strain 
            MEAN_ten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            % Standard deviation above and below tension mean 
            STD_posten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)) + 
std(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
            STD_negten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)) - 
std(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
            % MEAN_SG(Story, Wall Point, Intensity) 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

% Find Mean Curvature 
MEAN_Curvature = mean(Curvature, 2); 

% Find Mean Curvature 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for L = 1:numStory 
        MEAN_phi_a(L,I) = mean(phi_a(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_b(L,I) = mean(phi_b(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_c(L,I) = mean(phi_c(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_d(L,I) = mean(phi_d(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_e(L,I) = mean(phi_e(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_f(L,I) = mean(phi_f(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_g(L,I) = mean(phi_g(L,:,I)); 
        MEAN_phi_h(L,I) = mean(phi_h(L,:,I)); 
    end 
end 

%% 7. Plot Strain Gage 

% Plot Strain Gage values for Point defined in section 2 

figure1 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of IMs 
hold on 
for GM = 1:numEQ 
    stairs(MAX_comp(:,Point,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
end 
stairs(MEAN_comp(:,I), Story,'r','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(MEAN15_comp(:,I), Story,'g','LineWidth',2) 

for GM = 1:numEQ 
    stairs(MAX_ten(:,Point,GM,I), Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
end 
stairs(MEAN_ten(:,Point,I), Story,'c','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(STD_posten(:,Point,I), Story,'b:','LineWidth', 2) 
hold off 
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title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('Strain') 
ylabel('Story') 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b:','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('Individual Ground Motion','Compression Mean','Compression 
1.5*Mean',... 
    'Tension Mean','Tension St. 
Dev.','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['P',num2str(Point),' Strain Gage'],'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure1,strcat(jpegpath,'P',num2str(Point),'SG.jpeg')) 

%% 8. Plot Curvature for a Pier 

% Plot for Pier defined in Section 2 
figure1 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of IMs 
hold on 
% Plot Max Compression 
stairs(Curvature(:,1,I,Pier),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
for GM = 2:numEQ 
    stairs(Curvature(:,GM,I,Pier),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.2,'HandleVisibility','off') 
end 
stairs(MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,Pier), Story,'r','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(1.5*MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,Pier), Story,'g','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story') 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
if I > 2 
    xlim([0 5*10^-5]) 
end 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
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plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b:','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('Individual Ground 
Motion','Mean','1.5*Mean','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),': Curvature 2'],'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure1,strcat(jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_Curvature2.jpeg'
)) 

    
%% 9. Plot Mean Curvature in Direction 

% Plot H1 Resisting Piers 
figure2 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I) 
hold on 
% stairs(phi_c(:,1,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.1) 
% for GM = 1:numEQ 
%     stairs(phi_c(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_d(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_g(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_h(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
% end 
stairs(MEAN_phi_c(:,I),Story,'g','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_d(:,I),Story,'b','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_g(:,I),Story,'r','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_h(:,I),Story,'c','LineWidth', 2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
sgtitle('H1 Resisting Piers: Curvature 2','FontSize',18) 
legend('Pier 3 Mean','Pier 4 Mean',... 
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    'Pier 7 Mean','Pier 8 Mean','location','Northwest','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
saveas(figure2,strcat(jpegpath,'H1Curvature2.jpeg')) 

% Plot H2 Resisting Piers 
figure3 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I) 
hold on 
% stairs(phi_a(:,1,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.1) 
% for GM = 1:numEQ 
%     stairs(phi_a(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_b(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_e(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
%     stairs(phi_f(:,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.1,'HandleVisibility','off') 
% end 
stairs(MEAN_phi_a(:,I),Story,'g','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_b(:,I),Story,'b','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_e(:,I),Story,'r','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_phi_f(:,I),Story,'c','LineWidth', 2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
sgtitle('H2 Resisting Piers: Curvature 2','FontSize',18) 
legend('Pier 1 Mean','Pier 2 Mean',... 
    'Pier 5 Mean','Pier 6 Mean','location','Northwest','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
saveas(figure3,strcat(jpegpath,'H2Curvature2.jpeg')) 

%% 10. Wall Demand 1 = lw*c/b^2, WD1 

% Find Neutral Axis Depth for WD1 Caluclation 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % West wall, North 
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        c_a(:,GM,I) = min(a(:,1), a(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(L,5,GM,I))); 
        % West wall, South 
        c_b(:,GM,I) = min(b(:,1), b(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,6,GM,I))); 
        % South wall, West 
        c_c(:,GM,I) = min(c(:,1), c(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,8,GM,I))); 
        % South wall, East 
        c_d(:,GM,I) = min(d(:,1), d(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,
10,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,10,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,9,GM,I))); 
        % East Wall, South 
        c_e(:,GM,I) = min(e(:,1), e(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,
10,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,10,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,11,GM,I))); 
        % East Wall, North 
        c_f(:,GM,I) = min(f(:,1), f(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,12,GM,I))); 
        % North Wall, East 
        c_g(:,GM,I) = min(g(:,1), g(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,2,GM,I))); 
        % North Wall, West 
        c_h(:,GM,I) = min(h(:,1), h(:,1).*abs(MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I))./... 
            (abs(MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I)) + MAX_ten(:,3,GM,I))); 
    end 
end 

  
% WD1 Caluclation 
WD1 = zeros(numStory,numEQ,numInt,numPiers); 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % b value defined as length of connected wall 
        % WD1 = (Story, Ground Motion, Intensity, Pier Number) 
        WD1(:,GM,I,1) = a(:,1).*c_a(:,GM,I)./(h(:,1).^2);       % West 
wall, North 
        WD1(:,GM,I,2) = b(:,1).*c_b(:,GM,I)./(c(:,1).^2);       % West 
wall, South 
        WD1(:,GM,I,3) = c(:,1).*c_c(:,GM,I)./(b(:,1).^2);       % 
South wall, West 
        WD1(:,GM,I,4) = d(:,1).*c_d(:,GM,I)./(e(:,1).^2);       % 
South wall, East 
        WD1(:,GM,I,5) = e(:,1).*c_e(:,GM,I)./(d(:,1).^2);       % East 
Wall, South 
        WD1(:,GM,I,6) = f(:,1).*c_f(:,GM,I)./(g(:,1).^2);       % East 
Wall, North 
        WD1(:,GM,I,7) = g(:,1).*c_g(:,GM,I)./(f(:,1).^2);       % 
North Wall, East 
        WD1(:,GM,I,8) = h(:,1).*c_h(:,GM,I)./(a(:,1).^2);       % 
North Wall, West 
    end 
end 
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%% 11. Wall Demand 2 = v/sqrt(f'c), WD2 
WD2 = zeros(numStory-1,numEQ,numInt,numPiers); 

% area = (node distance + 1/2 connecting wall width) * wall width 
a_area = (a(:,1) + h(:,2)/2).*a(:,2); 
b_area = (b(:,1) + c(:,2)/2).*b(:,2); 
c_area = (c(:,1) + b(:,2)/2).*c(:,2); 
d_area = (d(:,1) + e(:,2)/2).*d(:,2); 
e_area = (e(:,1) + d(:,2)/2).*e(:,2); 
f_area = (f(:,1) + g(:,2)/2).*f(:,2); 
g_area = (g(:,1) + f(:,2)/2).*g(:,2); 
h_area = (h(:,1) + a(:,2)/2).*h(:,2); 

% f'c = 6 ksi above story 6, and 8 ksi from story 6 down 
fc(1:6) = 8000*ones(1,6); 
fc(7:numStory-1) = 6000*ones(1,(numStory-7)); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    % Loop over Ground Motions 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        [~, ~, NWW, NWE, SWW, SWE, WWN, WWS, EWN, EWS] = 
ReadSS(filepath, Intensity(I), GM); 
         
        % Find Max Shear Stress 
        MAX_a(:,GM,I) = max(abs(WWN))./a_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_b(:,GM,I) = max(abs(WWS))./b_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_c(:,GM,I) = max(abs(SWW))./c_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_d(:,GM,I) = max(abs(SWE))./d_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_e(:,GM,I) = max(abs(EWS))./e_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_f(:,GM,I) = max(abs(EWN))./f_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_g(:,GM,I) = max(abs(NWE))./g_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_h(:,GM,I) = max(abs(NWW))./h_area(2:end)'; 
         
        % WD2 = (Story, Ground Motion, Intensity, Pier Number) 
        WD2(:,GM,I,1) = MAX_a(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,2) = MAX_b(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,3) = MAX_c(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,4) = MAX_d(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,5) = MAX_e(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,6) = MAX_f(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,7) = MAX_g(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,8) = MAX_h(:,GM,I)./sqrt(fc)'; 
    end 
end 

%% 12. Find Damage State 

Pier_DS = zeros(numStory-1,numInt,numEQ); 

% Find Curvature Damage State value 
for I = 1:numInt 
    % Loop over Ground Motions 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
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        for L = 1:numStory-1 
             
            % Define alpha value based on lw 
            if Wall_Size(L,1,Pier) < 40 
                alpha1(L) = 20; 
                alpha2(L) = 6; 
            elseif Wall_Size(L,1,Pier) > 40 && Wall_Size(L,1,Pier) < 
60 
                alpha1(L) = 15; 
                alpha2(L) = 6; 
            else 
                alpha1(L) = 10; 
                alpha2(L) = 8; 
            end 
             
            % Assign yield curvature damage state based on wall 
length, lw 
            Pier_DS(L,I,GM,1) = 1.4*Esy/Wall_Size(L,1,Pier); 
             
            % Assign ultimate damage state based on Wall Demand Values 
1 and 2 
            Pier_DS(L,I,GM,2) = max(0.00028, (alpha1(L) - ... 
                WD1(L,GM,I,Pier)/alpha2(L) - 
0.2*WD2(L,GM,I,Pier))*10^-4); 
                 
        end 
    end 
end 

%% 13. Calculate Intensity Measure 

IM = zeros(numInt,1); 

for GM = 1:numEQ 
    for I = 1:length(Intensity) 
        % Calculate IM Value 
        IM(I) = CalculateIMSd(filepath, Intensity(I), numEQ); 
    end 
end 

%% 14. Find Fragility Curves  

for L = 1:numStory-1 
   for GM = 1:numEQ 
      for I = 1:length(Intensity) 
           
          % Find Damage State 1 Curve 
         if Curvature(L,GM,I,Pier) >= Pier_DS(L,I,GM,1) 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
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         % Find Damage State 2 Curve 
         if Curvature(L,GM,I,Pier) >= Pier_DS(L,I,GM,2) 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 

      end 
   end 
end 

FragilityDS(:,:,1)  = reshape(mean(ds1),[numStory-1, numInt]); 
FragilityDS(:,:,2)  = reshape(mean(ds2),[numStory-1, numInt]); 

%% 15. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest 

Color = [0 0.8 0.8 
         0.4 0 0.8 
         0.8 0 0.4 
         0.8 0.8 0]; 

figure (4) 
hold on 
for i = 1:numDS 
    x = reshape(FragilityDS(:,:),[numStory-1, length(Intensity)]); 
    a = area(IM,x(Floor,:)); 
    a.FaceColor = Color(i,:); 
end 
plot(gIM*ones(1,2),[0,1],'k:') 
hold off 
box on 
title(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),' Curvature: Floor 
',num2str(Floor)],'FontSize',14) 
xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('P[\phi > DS]','FontSize',12) 
ylim([0 1]) 
legend('Damage State 1','Given EQ Intensity','Location','NorthWest') 
saveas(figure 
(4),strcat(jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_Curvature2_','Floor',num2st
r(Floor),'.jpeg')) 

%% 16. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors 

% [X,Y] = meshgrid(IM, Story); 
% DSsurf = reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,:,:),[numStory-1, 
length(Intensity)]); 
%  
% figure (5) 
% L = surf(X,Y,DSsurf,'FaceAlpha',0.5); 
% yy = get(L, 'YData'); 
% zz = get(L, 'ZData'); 
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% set(L, 'YData', zz, 'ZData', yy); 
% rotate3d 
% L.EdgeColor = 'none'; 
% title(strcat('Pier ',num2str(Pier),' Curvature 
Fragility'),'FontSize',14) 
% xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',12) 
% ylabel('P[\phi > DS]','FontSize',12) 
% zlabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
% %view([0 90])  % Uncomment to modify 3D view point 
% saveas(figure 
(5),strcat(jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_Curvature2_','DS',num2str(g
DS),'.jpeg')) 

c = ["k","b"]; 
% Plot for each Intensity Measure 
figure4 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
    subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of 
IMs 
    hold on 
    for d = 1:numDS 
    plot(FragilityDS(:,I,d),Story(1:41),c(d),'LineWidth',2) 
    end 
    hold off 
    title(Intensity(I)) 
    xlabel('P[\phi > DS]') 
    ylabel('Story') 
    box on 
    xlim([0 1]) 
    ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('DS 1','DS 2','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['Pier ',num2str(Pier),': Curvature 2 Fragility'],'FontSize',
18) 
saveas(figure4,[jpegpath, 'Pier',num2str(Pier),'_C2Fragility.jpeg']) 

%% 17. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability 
     
for L = 1:length(Story)  
    P_DS(L) = interp1(IM, reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,L,:),1,length(IM)), 
gIM); 
end 

% Find floors where Damage State Probability exceeds given Probability 
Floors = find(P_DS > PoD); 
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disp(strcat('Pier ',num2str(Pier),' Curvature')) 
disp(strcat('Damage State: ',gDS)) 
disp('Floors Exceeding Given Probability:') 
disp(Floors) 

———————————————————————————————————————
Curvature 3 Main Script 

clear variables 
close all 
clc; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   Written by Allison Griffiths August 2018                          
%%% 
%%%   The Purpose of this code is to extract and analyze the core       
%%% 
%%%   wall strain for tall buildings with a coupled shear wall          
%%% 
%%%   lateral structural system. The code calculates the diagonal       
%%% 
%%%   curvature and the corner compression strain with the corner in    
%%% 
%%%   compression and the coupling beam side of the wall in tension.    
%%% 
%%%   The script is intended to be modified to use with new             
%%% 
%%%   structures.                                                       
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   This code is split into 17 sections:                              
%%% 
%%%      1. Initialize - Inputs specific to building and filepath       
%%% 
%%%      2. Fragility Parameters - Define desired wall and floor for    
%%% 
%%%         analysis and define damage state values.                    
%%% 
%%%      3. Wall Sizes [length, Width] - Input core wall pier sizes,    
%%% 
%%%         strain gage length and wall width.                          
%%% 
%%%      4. Extract Strain Gage - extracts raw data from Perform 3D     
%%% 
%%%         Axial Strain Gage output .txt files.                        
%%% 
%%%      5. Find Curvature of each pier - Calculates the curvature of   
%%% 
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%%%         each pier over the building height from the raw data        
%%% 
%%%         extracted in section 4.  Curvature is calculated with       
%%% 
%%%         corner in compression and coulpling beam wall side in       
%%% 
%%%         tension.                                                    
%%% 
%%%      6. Find Corner Compression Strain and Diagonal Curvature -     
%%% 
%%%         Calculates the compression strain at the extreme corner     
%%% 
%%%         and the diagonal curvature from the Perform corner strain   
%%% 
%%%         gage to the extreme outer corner.                           
%%% 
%%%      7. Find Mean and Std. Dev. - Finds mean for tension and        
%%% 
%%%         compression strain, and finds standard deviation for        
%%% 
%%%         tension strain and 1.5mean for compression.                 
%%% 
%%%      8. Plot Strain Gage - Plots tension and compression strain     
%%% 
%%%         for point defined in section 2.                             
%%% 
%%%      9. Plot Diagonal Curvature - Plots the diagonal curvature      
%%% 
%%%         for the corner specified in section 2, with corner in       
%%% 
%%%         compression and coupling beam side in tenstion.             
%%% 
%%%     10. Plot Mean Diagonal Curvature - Plots mean curvature for     
%%% 
%%%         all diagonal corners.                                       
%%% 
%%%     11. Wall Demand 1 = lwc/b^2, WD1 - Calculates wall demand       
%%% 
%%%         parameter 1 using neutral axis depth "c"                    
%%% 
%%%     12. Wall Demand 2 = v/sqrt(f'c), WD2 - Calculates wall demand   
%%% 
%%%         parameter 2 using shear stress obtained from ReadSS.m       
%%% 
%%%     13. Find Damage State - determines the appropriate damage       
%%% 
%%%         state values based on wall demand parameters 1 and 2        
%%% 
%%%     14. Calculate Intensity Measure - Calculates IM value for       
%%% 
%%%         each intensity for defining fragility curve.                
%%% 
%%%     15. Find Fragility Curves - Finds the probability of            
%%% 
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%%%         exceeding each damage state value at all levels for the     
%%% 
%%%         pier specified in section 2.                                
%%% 
%%%     16. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest - Plots             
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding all damage state values for the    
%%% 
%%%         corner and floor specified in section 2.                    
%%% 
%%%     17. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors - Plots the         
%%% 
%%%         probability of exceeding the given damage state defined     
%%% 
%%%         in section 2 across all floors for the given pier.          
%%% 
%%%     18. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability - Displays the floor   
%%% 
%%%         number on the given wall were the given damage state        
%%% 
%%%         from section 2 is exceeded.                                 
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%   The functions developed for use in this script are:               
%%%  
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%      ReadSG.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      ReadSS.m                                                       
%%% 
%%%      CalculateIM.m                                                  
%%% 
%%%                                                                     
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 

%% 1. Initialize 

numStory = 42;            % Number of stories 
Story = 1:1:numStory; 

% 1 to 15 GM 
numEQ = 15; % number of ground motions used in analysis 
selectEQ = 1:numEQ; 

% Define Intensity Measures for analysis.  These should be the same as 
the 
% txt intensity measure folders. 
Intensity = ["25SLE","43SLE","DBE","MCE","OVE"]; 
numInt = length(Intensity); 
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%filepath = 'Z:\Documents\AG_research'; 
filepath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research'; 

% Filepath to save plots as jpeg 
jpegpath = '/Users/Documents/UCLA/Research/Figures/'; 

% Total Number of Strain Gage Points around core wall 
numPoints  = 12; 

% Total number of wall piers in core wall 
numPiers = 8; 

%% 2. Fragility Parameters 
% Define Corner Number Label for analysis: 1 - 4 clockwise starting 
from 
% NorthEast. 
Corner = 1; 

% Define strain gage point for plotting, option 1 - 16.  Points 1 - 12 
are 
% defined counter-clockwise around the core from Perform nodes and 
points 
% 13 - 16 are calculated corner strain values. 
Point = 13; 

Floor = 7; % Floor of Interest, if desired, for use in section 14. 

% The damage state values used for curvature depend on two parameters 
% defined in Saman A. Abdullah's ACI technical paper on drift 
capacity. 
% Those parameters are labeled in this code as WD1 and WD2 and are 
% calculated in sections 9 through 11.   

numDS = 2; % Total number of damage states for defining fragility 
curves. 

% Input Probability of Damage, Intensity Measure, and Damage State to  
% return floors that exceed the given probability, see section 9. 
PoD = 0.1;  % Probability of Damage 
gIM = 0.25;    % Intensity Measure of earthquake of interest 
gDS = 1;    % Damage State of Interest: 1,2,3,4 

%% 3. Wall Sizes [length, Width] 

% Steel yield strain 
Esy = 0.00242; 

% Wall height 
height = 120.*ones(numStory-1,1); 

L1 = 8;                 % number of Lower stories with thicker walls 
L2 = numStory - L1;     % Upper stories with thinner wall 
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% West Wall, North 
a(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[283, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
a(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[283, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% West Wall, South 
b(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[268, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
b(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[268, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% South Wall, West 
c(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[43, 42];         % Floors 1 - 8 
c(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[43, 36];   % Floors 9 - 42 
% South Wall, East 
d(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[248, 42];        % Floors 1 - 8 
d(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[248, 36];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% East Wall, South 
e(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[288, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
e(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[288, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% East Wall, North 
f(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[288, 36];        % Floors 1 - 8 
f(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[288, 30];  % Floors 9 - 42 
% North Wall, East 
g(1:8,:)  = ones(L1,1)*[53, 42];         % Floors 1 - 8 
g(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[53, 36];   % Floors 9 - 42 

% North Wall, West 
% Irregular wall 
h(1:2,:)  = ones(2,1)*[238, 42];  % Floors 1 - 2 
h(3:4,:)  = ones(2,1)*[226, 42];  % Floors 3 - 4 
h(5:8,:)  = ones(4,1)*[238, 42];  % Floors 5 - 8 
h(9:numStory,:) = ones(L2,1)*[238, 36];  % Floors 9 - 42 

% Assemble Wall Width and length into one matrix 
Wall_Size(:,:,1) = a; 
Wall_Size(:,:,2) = b; 
Wall_Size(:,:,3) = c; 
Wall_Size(:,:,4) = d; 
Wall_Size(:,:,5) = e; 
Wall_Size(:,:,6) = f; 
Wall_Size(:,:,7) = g; 
Wall_Size(:,:,8) = h; 

%% 4. Extract Strain Gage 

% Wall point number order can be changed in ReadSG.m file.  For 
Metropolis 
% R1, wall points start with 1 in NorthEast corner and continue in 
% ascending order counterclockwise around the core wall.  Points 13 - 
16 
% are calculated from wall curvature later. 

%Core = 1:1:numStory; 
SG_Level = zeros(1,2*numStory+1); % Create data range  
MAX_Strain = zeros(length(SG_Level),numPiers,numEQ,numInt); 
MAX_ten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numEQ,numInt); 
MAX_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numEQ,numInt); 
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for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        [Strain] = ReadSG(filepath, Intensity(I), GM); 
        % Strain(Time Step Value, Story, Wall Point) 
         
        % Find maximum Tension (+) 
        MAX_ten(:,:,GM,I) = max(Strain); 
        % Max_ten(Story, Wall Point, GM, Intensity) 
         
        % Find maximum Compression (-) 
        MAX_comp(:,:,GM,I)  = min(Strain); 
        % Max_comp(Story, Wall Point, GM, Intensity)    
    end 
end 

%% 5. Find Curvature of each pier 
% Curvature found using compression at the corner and tension on the 
% coupling beam face 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % phi_Wall = (Compression Strain - Tension Strain)/length btw 
points 
        phi_a(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,5,GM,I))./
a(:,1);    % West wall, North 
        phi_b(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,6,GM,I))./
b(:,1);    % West wall, South 
        phi_c(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,8,GM,I))./
c(:,1);    % South wall, West 
        phi_d(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,10,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,9,GM,I))./
d(:,1);   % South wall, East 
        phi_e(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,10,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,11,GM,I))./
e(:,1);  % East Wall, South 
        phi_f(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,12,GM,I))./
f(:,1);   % East Wall, North 
        phi_g(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,2,GM,I))./
g(:,1);    % North Wall, East 
        phi_h(:,GM,I) = (-MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I) + MAX_ten(:,3,GM,I))./
h(:,1);    % North Wall, West 
    end 
end 

%% 6. Find Corner Compression Strain and Diagonal Curvature    

% This is an additional calculation to find the maximum compression 
strain 
% at the outer corners of the core wall, which is not found directly 
from 
% the model. 

for I = 1:numInt 
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    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % Find Strain at outer NE corner 
        P_1N(:,GM,I) = phi_f(:,GM,I).*(g(:,2)./2);   % strain at point 
North of P1 
        P_1E(:,GM,I) = phi_g(:,GM,I).*(f(:,2)./2);   % strain at point 
East of P1 
         
        X1 = sqrt((g(:,2)./2).^2 + (f(:,2)./2).^2);   % Diagonal 
Distance btw P1 and P13 
        phi_1NE(:,GM,I) = (P_1N(:,GM,I) + P_1E(:,GM,I))./X1;     
%Curvature of Diagonal 
        MAX_comp(:,13,GM,I) = MAX_comp(:,1,GM,I) - 
phi_1NE(:,GM,I).*X1;  % NE corner point, P13 
        clear X 
         
        % Find Strain at outer NW corner 
        P_4N(:,GM,I) = phi_a(:,GM,I).*(h(:,2)./2);   % strain at point 
North of P4 
        P_4W(:,GM,I) = phi_h(:,GM,I).*(a(:,2)./2);   % strain at point 
West of P4 
         
        X4 = sqrt((a(:,2)./2).^2 + (h(:,2)./2).^2);   % Diagonal 
Distance btw P4 and P14 
        phi_4NW(:,GM,I) = (P_4N(:,GM,I) + P_4W(:,GM,I))./X4;     
%Curvature of Diagonal 
        MAX_comp(:,14,GM,I) = MAX_comp(:,4,GM,I) - 
phi_4NW(:,GM,I).*X4;  % NW corner point, P14 
        clear X 
         
        % Find Strain at outer SW corner 
        P_7S(:,GM,I) = phi_b(:,GM,I).*(c(:,2)./2);   % strain at point 
South of P7 
        P_7W(:,GM,I) = phi_c(:,GM,I).*(b(:,2)./2);   % strain at point 
West of P7 
         
        X7 = sqrt((b(:,2)./2).^2 + (c(:,2)./2).^2);   % Diagonal 
Distance btw P7 and P15 
        phi_7SW(:,GM,I) = (P_7S(:,GM,I) + P_7W(:,GM,I))./X7;     
%Curvature of Diagonal 
        MAX_comp(:,15,GM,I) = MAX_comp(:,7,GM,I) - 
phi_7SW(:,GM,I).*X7;  % NW corner point, P15 
        clear X 

        % Find Strain at outer SE corner 
        P_10S(:,GM,I) = phi_e(:,GM,I).*(e(:,2)./2);  % strain at point 
South of P10 
        P_10E(:,GM,I) = phi_d(:,GM,I).*(d(:,2)./2);  % strain at point 
East of P10 
         
        X10 = sqrt((d(:,2)./2).^2 + (e(:,2)./2).^2);   % Diagonal 
Distance btw P10 and P16 
        phi_10SE(:,GM,I) = (P_10S(:,GM,I) + P_10E(:,GM,I))./X10;    
%Curvature of Diagonal 
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        MAX_comp(:,16,GM,I) = MAX_comp(:,10,GM,I) - 
phi_10SE(:,GM,I).*X10;  % NW corner point, 16 
        clear X 
    end 
end 

% Combine Curvature values calculated above into a single variable for 
% finding fragilty in section 13. 
Curvature(:,:,:,1) = phi_1NE; 
Curvature(:,:,:,2) = phi_4NW; 
Curvature(:,:,:,3) = phi_7SW; 
Curvature(:,:,:,4) = phi_10SE; 

% Find Mean Curvature 
MEAN_Curvature = mean(Curvature, 2); 

%% 7. Find Mean and Std. Dev. 

MEAN_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints+4,numInt); 
MEAN15_comp = zeros(numStory,numPoints+4,numInt); 
MEAN_ten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
STD_posten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 
STD_negten = zeros(numStory,numPoints,numInt); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    for L = 1:numStory 
        for p = 1:numPoints + 4 
            % Mean Compression Strain 
            MEAN_comp(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_comp(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            % 1.5 * Mean Compression Strain 
            MEAN15_comp(L,p,I) = 1.5.*mean(MAX_comp(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            if p <= numPoints 
            % Mean Tension Strain 
            MEAN_ten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
             
            % Standard deviation above and below tension mean 
            STD_posten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)) + 
std(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
            STD_negten(L,p,I) = mean(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)) - 
std(MAX_ten(L,p,:,I)); 
            % MEAN_SG(Story, Wall Point, Intensity) 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

%% 8. Plot Strain Gage 

% Plot Strain Gage values for Point defined in section 2 
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figure1 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of IMs 
hold on 
for GM = 1:numEQ 
    stairs(MAX_comp(:,Point,GM,I),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
end 
stairs(MEAN_comp(:,Point,I), Story,'r','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(MEAN15_comp(:,Point,I), Story,'g','LineWidth',2) 
     
if Point <= 12 % Only Points 1 - 12 have tension strain values 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        stairs(MAX_ten(:,Point,GM,I), Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
    end 
stairs(MEAN_ten(:,Point,I), Story,'c','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(STD_posten(:,Point,I), Story,'b:','LineWidth', 2) 
end 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('Strain') 
ylabel('Story') 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('Individual Ground Motion','Compression Mean','Compression 
1.5*Mean',... 
    'location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['P',num2str(Point),' Strain Gage'],'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure1,[jpegpath,'P',num2str(Point),'SG.jpeg']) 

    
%% 9. Plot Diagonal Curvature 

% Plot for Corner defined in Section 2 
figure1 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of IMs 
hold on 
% Plot Max Compression 
stairs(Curvature(:,1,I,Corner),Story,'k','LineWidth', 0.2) 
for GM = 2:numEQ 
    stairs(Curvature(:,GM,I,Corner),Story,'k','LineWidth', 
0.2,'HandleVisibility','off') 
end 
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stairs(MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,Corner), Story,'r','LineWidth',2) 
stairs(1.5*MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,Corner), Story,'g','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story') 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
if I > 2 
    xlim([0 1*10^-4]) 
end 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',0.5) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('Individual Ground 
Motion','Mean','1.5*Mean','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['Corner ',num2str(Corner),': Curvature 3'],'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure1,strcat(jpegpath,'Corner',num2str(Corner),'_Curvature.jp
eg')) 

%% 10. Plot Mean Diagonal Curvature 

% Plot H1 Resisting Piers 
figure2 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
subplot(3,2,I) 
hold on 
stairs(MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,1),Story,'g','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,2),Story,'b','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,3),Story,'r','LineWidth', 2) 
stairs(MEAN_Curvature(:,1,I,4),Story,'c','LineWidth', 2) 
hold off 
title(Intensity(I)) 
xlabel('\phi (rad/in)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
box on 
ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'g','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'r','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'c','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
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set(gca,'Visible','off') 
sgtitle('All Corner Diagonals: Curvature 3','FontSize',18) 
legend('Corner 1 Mean','Corner 2 Mean','Corner 3 Mean','Corner 4 
Mean',... 
    'location','Northwest','FontSize',14) 
legend boxoff 
saveas(figure2,[jpegpath,'Curvature3.jpeg']) 

%% 11. Wall Demand 1 = lw*c/b^2, WD1 

% Find Neutral Axis Depth for WD1 Caluclation 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % West wall, North 
        c_1(:,GM,I) = - MAX_comp(:,13,GM,I)./phi_1NE(:,GM,I); 
        % West wall, South 
        c_4(:,GM,I) = - MAX_comp(:,14,GM,I)./phi_4NW(:,GM,I); 
        % South wall, West 
        c_7(:,GM,I) = - MAX_comp(:,15,GM,I)./phi_7SW(:,GM,I); 
        % South wall, East 
        c_10(:,GM,I) = - MAX_comp(:,16,GM,I)./phi_10SE(:,GM,I); 
    end 
end 

% Calculate Lw and b 
for L = 1:numStory 
    % North East Corner 
    theta1(L) = acos(0.5.*h(L,2)./X1(L)); 
    beta1(L) = pi()/2 - theta1(L); 
    Lw(L,1) = f(L,1)*cos(theta1(L)); 

    % North West Corner 
    theta4(L) = acos(0.5.*c(L,2)./X4(L)); 
    beta4(L) = pi()/2 - theta4(L); 
    Lw(L,2) = a(L,1)*cos(theta4(L)); 
     
    % South West Corner 
    theta7(L) = acos(0.5.*d(L,2)./X7(L)); 
    beta7(L) = pi()/2 - theta7(L); 
    Lw(L,3) = b(L,1)*cos(theta7(L)); 
     
    % South East Corner 
    theta10(L) = acos(0.5.*g(L,2)./X10(L)); 
    beta10(L) = pi()/2 - theta10(L); 
    Lw(L,4) = e(L,1)*cos(theta10(L)); 
     
     
    for I = 1:numInt 
        for GM = 1:numEQ 
            b_1(L,GM,I) = c_1(L,GM,I) * (tan(theta1(L)) + 
tan(beta1(L))) ./2; 
            b_4(L,GM,I) = c_4(L,GM,I) * (tan(theta4(L)) + 
tan(beta4(L))) ./2; 
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            b_7(L,GM,I) = c_7(L,GM,I) * (tan(theta7(L)) + 
tan(beta7(L))) ./2; 
            b_10(L,GM,I) = c_10(L,GM,I) * (tan(theta10(L)) + 
tan(beta10(L))) ./2; 
        end 
    end 
end 

% WD1 Caluclation 
WD1 = zeros(numStory,numEQ,numInt,numPiers); 
for I = 1:numInt 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        % WD1 = (Story, Ground Motion, Intensity, Pier Number) 
        WD1(:,GM,I,1) = Lw(:,1).*c_1(:,GM,I)./(b_1(:,GM,I).^2); 
        WD1(:,GM,I,2) = Lw(:,2).*c_4(:,GM,I)./(b_4(:,GM,I).^2); 
        WD1(:,GM,I,3) = Lw(:,3).*c_7(:,GM,I)./(b_7(:,GM,I).^2); 
        WD1(:,GM,I,4) = Lw(:,4).*c_10(:,GM,I)./(b_10(:,GM,I).^2); 
    end 
end 

%% 12. Wall Demand 2 = v/sqrt(f'c), WD2 
WD2 = zeros(numStory-1,numEQ,numInt,numPiers); 

% area = (node distance + 1/2 connecting wall width) * wall width 
a_area = (a(:,1) + h(:,2)/2).*a(:,2); 
b_area = (b(:,1) + c(:,2)/2).*b(:,2); 
c_area = (c(:,1) + b(:,2)/2).*c(:,2); 
d_area = (d(:,1) + e(:,2)/2).*d(:,2); 
e_area = (e(:,1) + d(:,2)/2).*e(:,2); 
f_area = (f(:,1) + g(:,2)/2).*f(:,2); 
g_area = (g(:,1) + f(:,2)/2).*g(:,2); 
h_area = (h(:,1) + a(:,2)/2).*h(:,2); 

% f'c = 6 ksi above story 6, and 8 ksi from story 6 down 
fc(1:6) = 8000*ones(1,6); 
fc(7:numStory-1) = 6000*ones(1,(numStory-7)); 

for I = 1:numInt 
    % Loop over Ground Motions 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        [~, ~, NWW, NWE, SWW, SWE, WWN, WWS, EWN, EWS] = 
ReadSS(filepath, Intensity(I), GM); 
         
        % Find Max Shear Stress 
        MAX_a(:,GM,I) = max(abs(WWN))./a_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_b(:,GM,I) = max(abs(WWS))./b_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_c(:,GM,I) = max(abs(SWW))./c_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_d(:,GM,I) = max(abs(SWE))./d_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_e(:,GM,I) = max(abs(EWS))./e_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_f(:,GM,I) = max(abs(EWN))./f_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_g(:,GM,I) = max(abs(NWE))./g_area(2:end)'; 
        MAX_h(:,GM,I) = max(abs(NWW))./h_area(2:end)'; 
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        % WD2 = (Story, Ground Motion, Intensity, Pier Number) 
        % Takes the max shear stress between the two connecting walls 
for 
        % the  
        WD2(:,GM,I,1) = max(MAX_f(:,GM,I), MAX_g(:,GM,I)) ./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,2) = max(MAX_a(:,GM,I), MAX_h(:,GM,I)) ./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,3) = max(MAX_b(:,GM,I), MAX_c(:,GM,I)) ./sqrt(fc)'; 
        WD2(:,GM,I,4) = max(MAX_e(:,GM,I), MAX_d(:,GM,I)) ./sqrt(fc)'; 
    end 
end 

%% 13. Find Damage State 

Pier_DS = zeros(numStory-1,numInt,numEQ); 

% Find Curvature Damage State value 
for I = 1:numInt 
    % Loop over Ground Motions 
    for GM = 1:numEQ 
        for L = 1:numStory-1 
             
            % Define alpha value based on lw 
            if Lw(L,Corner) < 40 
                alpha1(L) = 20; 
                alpha2(L) = 6; 
            elseif Lw(L,Corner) > 40 && Lw(L,Corner) < 60 
                alpha1(L) = 15; 
                alpha2(L) = 6; 
            else 
                alpha1(L) = 10; 
                alpha2(L) = 8; 
            end 
             
            % Assign yield curvature damage state based on wall 
length, lw 
            Pier_DS(L,I,GM,1) = 1*Esy/Lw(L,Corner); 
             
            % Assign damage state based on Wall Demand Values 1 and 2 
            Pier_DS(L,I,GM,2) = max(0.00028, (alpha1(L) - ... 
                WD1(L,GM,I,Corner)/alpha2(L) - 
0.2*WD2(L,GM,I,Corner))*10^-4); 
                 
        end 
    end 
end 

%% 14. Calculate Intensity Measure 

IM = zeros(numInt,1); 

for GM = 1:numEQ 
    for I = 1:length(Intensity) 
        % Calculate IM Value 
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        IM(I) = CalculateIMSd(filepath, Intensity(I), numEQ); 
    end 
end 

%% 15. Find Fragility Curves 

for L = 1:numStory-1 
   for GM = 1:numEQ 
      for I = 1:length(Intensity) 
          % Find Damage State 1 Curve 
         if Curvature(L,GM,I,Corner) >= Pier_DS(L,I,GM,1) 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds1(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
          
          % Find Damage State 2 Curve 
         if Curvature(L,GM,I,Corner) >= Pier_DS(L,I,GM,2) 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 1; 
         else 
            ds2(GM,L,I) = 0; 
         end 
      end 
   end 
end 

FragilityDS(:,:,1)  = reshape(mean(ds1),[numStory-1, numInt]); 
FragilityDS(:,:,2)  = reshape(mean(ds2),[numStory-1, numInt]); 

%% 16. Plot Damage States at Floor of Interest 

Color = [0 0.8 0.8 
         0.4 0 0.8 
         0.8 0 0.4 
         0.8 0.8 0]; 

figure (4) 
hold on 
for i = 1:numDS 
    x = reshape(FragilityDS(:,:),[numStory-1, length(Intensity)]); 
    a = area(IM,x(Floor,:)); 
    a.FaceColor = Color(i,:); 
end 
plot(gIM*ones(1,2),[0,1],'k:') 
hold off 
box on 
title(['Pier ',num2str(Corner),' Curvature: Floor 
',num2str(Floor)],'FontSize',14) 
xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('P[\phi > DS]','FontSize',12) 
ylim([0 1]) 
legend('Damage State 1','Given EQ Intensity','Location','NorthWest') 
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saveas(figure (4),
[jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Corner),'_Curvature_','Floor',num2str(Floor),
'.jpeg']) 

%% 17. Plot Damage State Surface Across floors 

% [X10,Y] = meshgrid(IM, Story); 
% DSsurf = reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,:,:),[numStory-1, 
length(Intensity)]); 
%  
% figure (5) 
% L = surf(X10,Y,DSsurf,'FaceAlpha',0.5); 
% yy = get(L, 'YData'); 
% zz = get(L, 'ZData'); 
% set(L, 'YData', zz, 'ZData', yy); 
% rotate3d 
% L.EdgeColor = 'none'; 
% title(['Pier ',num2str(Corner),' Curvature Fragility'],'FontSize',
14) 
% xlabel('Intensity Measure','FontSize',12) 
% ylabel('P[\phi > DS]','FontSize',12) 
% zlabel('Story','FontSize',12) 
% %view([0 90])  % Uncomment to modify 3D view point 
% saveas(figure (5),
[jpegpath,'Pier',num2str(Corner),'_Curvature_','DS',num2str(gDS),'.jpe
g']) 

c = ["k","b"]; 
% Plot for each Intensity Measure 
figure4 = figure('Position', [500, 100, 700, 1600]); 
for I = 1:numInt 
    subplot(3,2,I)           % Change Subplot size to fit number of 
IMs 
    hold on 
    for d = 1:numDS 
    plot(FragilityDS(:,I,d),Story(1:41),c(d),'LineWidth',2) 
    end 
    hold off 
    title(Intensity(I)) 
    xlabel('P[\phi > DS]') 
    ylabel('Story') 
    box on 
    xlim([0 1]) 
    ylim([0 42]) 
end 
subplot(3,2,6) 
hold on 
% The code below creates a legend in the last subplot space 
plot(0,0,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(0,0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
hold off 
set(gca,'Visible','off') 
legend('DS 1','DS 2','location','Northeast','FontSize',14) 
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legend boxoff 
sgtitle(['Corner ',num2str(Corner),': Curvature 3 
Fragility'],'FontSize',18) 
saveas(figure4,[jpegpath, 
'Corner',num2str(Corner),'_C3Fragility.jpeg']) 

%% 18. Find Floors exceeding DS Probability 
     
for L = 1:length(Story)  
    P_DS(L) = interp1(IM, reshape(FragilityDS(gDS,L,:),1,length(IM)), 
gIM); 
end 

% Find floors where Damage State Probability exceeds given Probability 
Floors = find(P_DS > PoD); 

disp(strcat('Pier ',num2str(Corner),' Curvature')) 
disp(strcat('Damage State: ',gDS)) 
disp('Floors Exceeding Given Probability:') 
disp(Floors) 

———————————————————————————————————————
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